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Holiness Commanded
OTHING is plainer than that holiness is
commanded of us in the Scriptures. Despite
the emphatic and repeated commands made
of us that we be holy, men are found who
deny the possibility of being holy in this
life. However honest such deniers may or
may not be, it is safer to grant that there is
honest doubt on this point and to meet it squarely.
We propose the query, can God, consistently with Him
self, make a command of us which is impossible for us to ful
fill with the help He proposes and provides for us? We aver
He could not and does not. Every command of God implies
an enabling grace by which we can obey, else we make Him a
monster pf inconsistency and cruelty whic^i unseats. Him Jpom
His Throne. But we wish to ask, why select this command
alone? There are many commands besides this one of holi
ness. Let us select a dozen commands for comparison and
discussion that we may arrive the better at the nature of this
special one.
There is a command mpde of us for Honesty, for Truth
fulness, for Honoring our Parents, for Diligence in Business,
for Forgiveness, for Tender-heartedness, for Holiness, for Bur
den-Bearing, for Prayer, for Courtesy, for Love for our Neigh
bor; for Searching the Scriptures; These twelve things -are
commanded of us. Dozens of others might be cited, but these
are sufficient for our purpose. Let us see the Scripture author
ity for these separately:
Honesty — “Thou shalt not steal” (Ex. 20:15).
Truthfulness — “Thou shalt not bear false witness”
(Ex. 20:16).
__
'
Honoring Parents — “Honor thy father and thy mother”
(Ex. 20:12).
Diligence in Business — “Be not slothful in business”
(Bom. 12:11).
Forgiveness — “Forgive, if ye have ought against any”
(Mark 11:25).
Tender-Heartedness — “Be ye . . . tender-hearted”
(Eph. 4:32).
Holiness—“Be ye holy” (1 Pet. 1:16).
Burden-Bearing — “Bear ye one another’s burdens”
(Gal. 6:2).
Courteous — “Be courteous” (1 Pet. 3:8).
Prayer — “Ask and it shall be given you” (Matt. 7:7).
Love for our Neighbor—“Thou shalt love thy neigh
bor” (Mark 12:31).
Searching the Scriptures — “Search the Scriptures”
(John 5:39).

Here are twelve commands specifically made of us, all rest
ing upon scriptural authority. We seldom hear men claiming
exemption from the command to be honest, or truthful, or
courteous, or readers of Scripture, or reverent to parents, or
diligent in business, or forgiving, or tender-hearted. Men will
generally admit that people can practice these virtues. If they
deny this, they will at once put themselves in position to be
suspected as not trying to practice them, and seeking by deny
ing the possibility of compliance to vindicate their failure to
put them in practice.
Now, why single out holiness as the only ono of these

twelve things that cannot be possessed and practiced in life,
when the command is as specific and binding as any of the
others? Why this discrimination against this solitary com
mand of holiness, as if it were less important, or less needed,
or less beneficial to society if generally practiced and pos
sessed? Is this not a singular exception to make? Is not
holiness unique, and does it not occupy a position apart from
and unlike that of any other, or all these other virtues men
tioned? Does not Scripture place it on a pedestal loftier and
nobler than upon which rests any one or all the others? Em
phatically, we reply that it does.
Holiness is generic, peculiar, all-inclusive. It is vast in
its implications. God nowhere says His honesty or His veracity
or.jn^cour^jy is,the ground and reason for our honesty, or
our truthfulness, or our courtesy.
He does
Holiness lay down His holiness as the ground and the
Generic reason and the hope of our holiness. He has
said, “Be ye holy, for I am holy.” He nowhere
has said “Be ye honest, or be ye courteous, for I an} , hones^
or I am courteous.” His holiness is inclusive of all these
other virtues. A man may be honest and not holy, but he
cannot be holy and not be honest. A man can be courteous
and not be holy, but he cannot be holy without being' also
courteous. He may be .diligent in ~ business,^ or reverent to
parents, or forgiving of enemies and not be holy, but he can
not be holy and not possess all these other traits. All these
traits, and a thousand others, are implications of real holiness:
Holiness is the hot-bed where these are all sprouted and grow
to luxuriance and fragrance and fruitfulness. Without holi
ness, they are uncertain, fickle and fragmentary in their ex
istence and fruitfulness. Education and inheritance and social
environment may do somewhat in the production of some of
these embellishments of human character, but the soil of holi
ness alone will grow them in permanent form and in their lus
cious fruitage and luxuriant aroma and abundance and beauty.
Holiness is a great Tree of Bighteousness—the Planting of the
Lord — whence come normally, or by a supernatural natural
ness, all these beauties and graces and adornments and virtues
and elements of strength and glory of the Christian character.
Here is the root-principle which the Lord must plant within
US'—deep down in our natures, that we may grow uninter
ruptedly in the grace and knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Do we anywhere in Scripture hear apostles or prophets
saying anything about God having from before the foundation
of the world chosen us that we might be truthful and honest
before Him? Does the apostle anywhere — for
Questions instance, in 1 Thees. 3:13 — say: “To the end
he may stablish your hearts unblameable in
forgiveness before God, even our Father”? Or do we find him
exclaiming in 2 Thess. 2 :13: “But we are bound to give thanks
alway to God for you, brethren beloved of the Lord, because
God hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation through
tender-heartedness of the Spirit and belief of the truth”? It
is not saidjuin Eph. 5:27 that “Christ gave Himself for the
church that it might be truthful yid without blemish.” Was it
not rather sanctification through the Spirit, and holiness before
Him, and blamclessness in holiness that we find engaging the
august counsels and decrees of God ffom all eternity? Was
it not that He might prepare a holy people, that all these ex
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cellences might have a congenial soil in ' which to grow and
adorn His vineyard? Were not His predestination •_ and fore
knowledge and His choosing from the beginning engaged with these
high and heavenly and glorious concerns, which looked to the very
fundamental and primary essentials of His kingdom of righteous
ness ?
Is it anywhere said: “Give unto the Lord the honesty due unto
His name”? Is it said: “Thy people shall be all truthful”? It.is
said they shall be all righteous or holy. Is it anywhere insisted that
the Lord is glorified in the courtesy of His saints? Nay. God is
glorified by incarnations of His own holiness, in. His saints her.e
and will be thus glorified forever in the eternity to come.
Do we hear in Scripture, courtesy, or honesty, or Scripturereading being declared to be the nature of Christ? Do we ever hear
in this Word Jesus spoken of as “the honest child Jesus”? Do the
angelic hosts ever raise the cry, Truthful, Truthful,. Truthful, O
Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come”?
How we belittle God by dragging Him down from the lofty
pedestal on which Scripture places Him, and dooming Him to the
paltry trimming on the fringe of the matter — to treating symp
toms, instead of directing His remedial agencies or cures to the
constitutional needs of the patient as the Bible shows Him engaged.
Our conclusion, therefore, is unanswerable that holiness com
manded means holiness possible. A thing so fundamental, and
which God declares essential to our knowing Him personally here,
and being with Him forever hereafter, is, from
every' necessity of the case,* something' absolutely
Holiness
Commanded obtainable here . and now; and the SeripturepIs Holiness teaching that it is, are not to be explained, away,
When apostles’prayed that their hearers might be
Possible
sanctified wholly they were serious and earnest
and knew what they were teaching. They were tendering to them
and praying for them the richest, the maturest, the acme of the
possibilities of grace provided in the blood of Christ. They were
seeking to get them into their inheritance where they could begin
the cultivation of the grandest. and most glorious in grace, and .
achieve the largest development and results personally, and for the
kingdom here below. They were seeking to lead them into green
pastures where they would be filled with the Spirit for service, and
for power in labor hitherto unknown and unrealized.
God wants us all to have this blessing of holiness, and has pro
vided it for us in the blood of His Son, and declares it to be His
will for us. Hence, it is our inheritance, and we must prove up
and secure it, that we may be fully equipped for the largest and
most fruitful achievement in the work to which He calls us.

Not whether this doctrine or that is taught in
the Bible, not whether this mode of baptism or
The
that was apostolic in practice, not whether this or
Real
that church polity is best, not whether apostolic
Issue
succession is true or not, not any question of
doctrine or polity or any . other speculative or
curious question concerns the vital issue of the
hope of Christianity. The whole question of the truth and the
value and the hope to man of Christianity, turns on the matter of
personal, conscious, Christian experience. This brings the question
within the limits of every individual’s capacity to decide. It re
quires no theological training, no college education, no logical powers,
no ability to enter the field of metaphysics to decide the most im
portant of all questions relating to the Christian religion — as to
what it is worth in real hope and prospect to the individual man.
If this question has been answered fully by the consensus of Chris
tianity’s votaries in the past, each man can determine, and will
determine for himself, what credence he will give it, and whether
he will trust himself to its powers to accomplish this work within
the realm of his own soul.
The Continent places the issue just here in a recent editorial.
The editor says: “All the hope of Christianity in the world turns
on the question whether those who thus seek the Lord in the quiet
of their own souls do fin’d Him present and answering there. If
this is only imagination — something which men must work them-,
selves up through dream states and ecstatic passions to believe in —
then Christianity is a hopeless foundation for .men to build life, on;
and ho better than any other ‘poetic vision. But if it is real — if

men who pray, who reverently r6ad the Bibld, and who brood in the
silences, do in all actuality feel thrilling through them the counsels
of God; if they get strength‘for deeds they could not dp apart from
God; if they find power thus to resist evil and overcome it with
righteousness — if all this is fact, verifiable by those who care to
verify it, then serious-minded men can’t afford to do without it.
To be afraid of spiritual experience in such case — to slack any
search to find it, -if this is its real worth and value — is the im
possible folly of one who is sick and refuses health, who is weak
and desires not to be strong, who is poor and will not be rich.”
. Christianity accepts this challenge and proves incontestably bv
countless multitudes of the most credible and eminently worthy wit
nesses its claims to saving power, and to being the solitary hope of
mankind in their estate of lostness and doom. From the beginning
there have been thousands of men and women who have testified to
the power of this holy religion to work within them a conscious
change from badness and despair to goodness' and hope. Today such
witnesses are to be found by the tens of thousand, who constitute,
according to Harold Begbie, incontestable proof of the power of
that “religion which still believes in miracle.”
This is really the only phase of proof perfectly adaptable and
applicable by all classes' of minds and grades of intellectual attain
ment. However unlearned or ignorant or popr in mental or educa
tional accomplishment, all men can tell what they have seen and
felt within with confidence. Here is a solid rock on which they
can rest amid the jangling and warring voices and theories which
may d^yjb ibejofty and proud of intellect. However-men of edu
cational advancement may find difficulties in believing this or that,
or understanding this or the other mystery, here is a fact of per
sonal consciousness about which the rudest and most ignorant may
be secure in their faith. Here is rest. It is here that the wisdom
of this world fails us. It is here that it appears foolishness to the
saved and the believing child of God. By wisdom wd cannot know
God — that is, by the wisdom of this world. It is a matter of reve
lation within, and not of acquirement from without by our mental
powers. God reveals it to us by His Spirit.
Christianity accepts the inevitable conclusion o£the editor of
the Continent^ and with him we say that serious-minded men cannot
afford to do without this religion; that to slack any search to find
it is indeed the impossible folly of the sick man who refuses prof
fered health — of the weak man desiring not to be strong — of the
poor man who will not be rich.

If the Bible had not a power, a divineness of origin, a super
naturalness, a real and true divine inspiration, the real and true and
the only Lord God eternal behind and in and through it, it would
long since have sunk into obscurity, and have been forgotten
by mankind. It has had opposition and bitter hostility and malev
olence and hate enough to meet to have throttled and suppressed a
thousand books of merely human origin and authorship. Its survival
of these dastardly attacks from the learning and the pride and the
diabolism and the hate and spite of men and devils these
thousands of years, form one of the ten thousand impregnable argu
ments for its divine authenticity and origin, and its divine author
ity and inspiration. It stands upon not simply one, but ten thousand
Gibraltars of eternal adamant.
The revenue argument of the liquorites and their allies is like
Mark Twain’s case of the farmer who bought a hog for $1.50 nnd
fed him $20.00 worth of corn, and sold him for $12.00. He said he
lost money on the corn, but made $10.50 on the hog. We lose*in hap
piness and peace and heart joy and in every source of real, perma
nent, financial wealth, but we make in dollars for a little while. We
lose in durnkards and pauperism and crime and insanity and death
and hell arid suffering and woe indescribable for all the long exist
ence of the absurd and suicidal triumph of the revenue argument
for this infamy. For every dollar received as revenue the saloon
entails a loss of $14.00.

By so much as the Bible speaks as no other book, and by so
much as it attests its supernaturalness and its authority and its
potency and its absolute reliability and divineness, does it prove
itself our only hope and stay and trust in life’s reverses, and our
comfort in life’s shadows, and our hope of life eternal in our lost
ness, and* our security-amid life’s mutations and'iinc^rtainties.

THE EDITOR’S SURVEY
News and Notes
The case is mentioned, in the papers, of a
clergyman in New York resigning his pastor
ate for a church in another denomination, in
order that he might have larger liberty. This
means, of course, that he had ceased to be in
agreement with his former church in doctrinal
belief. This change was eminently proper, and
the only honest course. We have never been
able to reconcile the opposite course with our
ethical code. Just how a minister can re
tain a conscience void of offense and remain in
^tke fellowship and in the pay of one denomina
tion and occupy its pulpits, when he does not
believe in the essential points of belief of that
church, we have never been able to see."
That outburst of Joseph H. McMahon, in a
lecture in New York, was characteristic, and
what we were not sorry to see, as it helps to
show up the vulture’s claws in the proper
light. President Wilson will, ere long, begin
to see a great light. He has too long pam
pered the vulture, which now is spoiled and
shows himself in his true ugliness.
This
speaker viciously attacked the Mexican policy
of President Wilson, and advised that Bomanists cn masse notify the President that his
policy toward the Romish church in Mexico
was
unsatisfacory. He declared that the
“Tampico incident was solely a pretext for
seizing the port of Vera Cruz, and cutting off
the custom house supplies, and thus destroy
ing the Huerta government.” He pictured
Huerta as a Romish gentleman, and President
Wilson as an anti-Romish tool and a hypocrite.
- So far, so good. Now let the next speaker
come forward. Our President will, before
many moons, learn somewhat of Rome.
The declarations of brewers and liquor lords
that prohibition does not prohibit, and that
there is more liquor sold in dry territory than
in wet, seem to be receiving definite contra
dictions as often as the lie is repeated. Here
comes a fresh one! A despatch reads as fol
lows: “Columbus, O., Dec. 23.—The HosterColumbus Breweries Company, a $12,000,000
corporation, went into the hands of receivers
today on order of the United States Court.”
The causes for this failure were “the de
creased demand for beer, adverse legislation,
and the voting dry of many states and coun
ties in the last eight years.” This shows a
good many things, the declarations of reckless
saloonists to the contrary notwithstanding.
There is a strange paradox in matters just
now which we do not pretend to understand.
There is great talk of returning prosperity
everywhere. The papers are full of such pro
testations, and give immense increase in cer
tain lines of business as proof. For instance,
the case is given of the ordering from Europe
since the war begun of more than $300,000,000
of supplies from this country. How can we
understand such a return of prosperity to our
country with the army of the unemployed out
numbering perhaps anything in the history of
the country? It seeins harder for a man to
Ret a job than ever before. Unemployment is
no longer a temporary dread, but comes now ns
a fierce and definite menace to the home and
the family of the laborer, which he looks upon
with a nameless horror.

The Ministers’ , Missionary Convention,
whieh met in. Rochester, 1ST. Y., was a large
and enthusiastic gathering. The combined

membership of
the- churches of
the ministers pres
ent was 150,000.
The great theme of the convention was com
prehensive: “The church at work in the com
munity, the nation, and the world.” Many ex
cellent addresses were made, two of them being
declared pre-eminently strong and elevated.
These were by Dr. Worth M. Tippy, of Cleve
land, O., and Dr. Harlow S. Mills, of 'Ben
zonia, Mich.

There is a many-sided application of the
lesson which urges us to remember that when
we pray we are talking into the ears of a liv
ing God. This is said to be one of the chief
troubles in teaching telephone operators their
work. They are slow to get to understand
that they are not talking into a dead metal
instrument, but into the ear of a living person.
So, we should remember when we pray that we
are talking into the ears of a living God.

That was certainly an encouraging event
which astonished a bishop who spoke at West
Point recently. In his address, he expressed
regret at the lack of interest which students
at college showed in the Bible. At the close
of his address he was surprised when a group
of students approached him, and informed him
that for ten years there had been from two hun
dred to three hundred of the West Point stu
dents studying the Bible in voluntary group
classes at the academy, using regular courses
of Bible study prepared "for the 'purpose.

The passing of the Mann White Slave act
seems to have been a much needed piece of
legislation, from th$ work accomplished by its
means, so far. Nine hundred and one per
sons have been convicted under it, and three
thousand more indictments are pending. The
fines have amounted to $138,000. The semtences have aggregated 1,557 years.-

Science, when rightly heard, is never un
friendly to religion or the Bible. As much
as scientists have tried for these years to
force an enmity between science and religion,
there is no conflict, but only friendship. Long
have these attempts been made, and many
have been the dupes, clerical and lay, who
have been led astray on this point. But true
science has all along stood ready to show her
self as the handmaid of religion, to all whose
faith had not been perverted by the prevail
ing false teaching of shallow preachers and
shallow scientists/ These reflections came to
our mind upon reading an utterance by Dr.
Thomas Hyslop, a distinguished specialist in
charge of a British asylum as an alienist, who,
in an address before the British Medical As
sociation recently, said: “As an alienist, and
one whose life has been concerned with suf
fering of the mind, I would state that of all
the hygeinic measures to counteract disturbed
sleep, depression of spirits, and all the miser
able sequels of the distressed mind, I would
undoubtedly give the first place to the simple
habit of prayer. I say this purely as a medical
man. The exercise of prayer in those who
habitually exert it must be regarded by us doc
tors as the most adequate and normal of all
the pacifiers of the mind and calmers of the
nerves.”

Begging pardon for mentioning the dirty
case in these columns, we must congratulate
the country on the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in the Thaw case. This
decision shows that in this case our highest
tribunal has shown itself absolutely proof
against the lure of gold, which is successfully
debauching so many of our so-called courts
of justice and officials. It is to be since’rely
hoped that this highest of all our judicial
resorts in this country will ever remain proof
against this and all other sinister influences.
If this proves the case, then we are safe in
a most important and vital point of the body
politic.
,
It is a matter of sincere regret that Con
gressman Hobson’s term of office expires with
the close of the present session of Congress.
He has faithfully championed prohibition as
Congressman, but will not cease his advocacy
as a private citizen.

The automobile has been justly charged
with being in many respects a great hinderer
of Gospel work by affording people such tempt
ing means for spending the Sunday’s hours in
pleasure riding and such like. Any compen
sating features it possesses or affords to church
work should be cheerfully accorded. Now
such seems possible to do. In country dis
tricts where churches had to be grouped, there
was much difficulty experienced in serving
these bracketed charges by reason, of the dis
tances and the slowness of horse or horsedrawn vehicles. Now such bracketing can' be
done more easily, and with greater distances
between, by using the automobile, and they
can be much more successfully served by the
preacher with very much less loss of time. In
some cases where men .have been suffering on
small village charges, too small to support
them, they are now prospering by the addition
of another church which justified them in the
purchase of a machine which enables the
preacher to Serve the combined churches with
perfect ease and convenience, and really with
needed exercise in open air. _
Slowly the Romish paw is coming to view
in the whole Mexican embroglio. Dr. Arcadia
Morales, Presbyterian pastor in Mexico City,
is illuminating this recent history in letters
to his church press in this country. He says
in one paragraph, after explaining that the
hierarchy of Mexico was in absolute unison
with the Huerta administration, and were
thwarted by the Wilson policy in the Mexico
situation: “When the American troops landed
at Vera Cruz, the Roman clergy began to
make violent use of not their press and their
pulpits alone, but even their confessionals,
to incite the masses to violence against all
American residents, and against Mexican
Protestants because of their connection with
American missionaries. For a time it ap
peared to the writer that a new day of St.
Bartholomew was imminent in the City of
Mexico.” All of which is respectfully com
mended to the careful perusal of President
Wilson.

We want to add another statement of Mr.
Morales concerning the punishment and ex
pulsion of Romish priests, and other Romish
parties in Mexico, since the downfall of the
Huerta government. Purely in punishment
for political treason, but not for their church
affiliation in a single instance, a number have
been killed or expelled or otherwise punished.
Eight or nine bishops and archbishops have
been driven out of the country, and two-thirds
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of the Romish churches throughout the repub
lic have been closed. Some of these buildings
have been confiscated, and used for libraries
and hospitals.. All foreign priests have been
driven out of the country or shot. Mr. Morales
thinks that there have been not less than two
hundred summary executions of priests, but
he thinks that not one has been killed in this
way who has not been guilty of what the Con
stitutionalists considered political offenses. It
comes high — thia political intermeddling —
but Rome should be willing to pay the price
since she has such an ungovernable penchants
for such knavery and treason. It is for re
fusing to interfere with Mexico’s administer
ing punishment to offenders against her gov
ernment and country that the American Rom
ish hierarchy now spends most fall its time in
denouncing and cursing President Wilson.
These denunciations are an insult to America
and Americans, and deserve the sternest con
demnation from all true American papers and
patriots. Patriots will visit this condemna
tion, but the politicians are too small of cali
ber and too short on true patriotism to dare
rebuke their Romish lords.
France seems now entering^the roll of'honorin the matter of prohibition. She doubtless
will go dry, like others of the nations are
doing. A dispatch from Paris says that the
government finds the military decree forbid
ding absinthe has so greatly benefited the pop
ulation that they are disposed to go further
in this great reform. The dispatch says: “The
cabinet has approved a measure for submission
to Parliament, making permanent the prohi
bition of the sale of absinthe and other similar
liquors. The cabinet has also approved a bill
which provides that no license shall be issued
to new establishments for the sale of spiritu
ous liquors, unless an accessory to a restau
rant.”

Decorum in the Church
There are two extremes to be avoided in the
matter of church manners, or the observance
of decorum in the church building, before and
after service.. There is the superstitious idea
of the sanctity of the brick and mortar, taught
by the designing priests as a piece of their
policy of binding the yoke of servitude on the
necks of the laity to the authority and tyranny
of the hierarchy. Then there is the irrever
ence of the thoughtless, who treat the house
of God as if it were a theater, or some place
of amusement. These people talk glibly and
noisily about everything from a knitting party
to a funeral or a ball, scarcely waiting for the
benediction to begin their senseless gabble.
Upon entering the church they engage in the
same until service begins, and are hardly able
to stop even then. There is a happy mean,
which should be found and practiced. It is not
a sin to speak in the church edifice. It is a
sin to gabble and froth at the mouth with end
less nothings, save bits of scandal ofttimes, in
the church of God. This happy mean we will
let 0. E. J. tell, as given by him in the Chris
tian Work:

And after the service is over, church mem
bers are under bonds to be human. It is not
human to Ignore your fellow beings simply be
cause you are in a church. You have no right
to treat them as though they were beneath or
above your notice. By just a look and a word
you can show that you know of their existence,
and that It is a pleasure for you to see them
where they are. There are false notions of pro
priety in many hearts on this point which ought
tobe gotten rid of. It is a-mistake to suppose
that silence is so sacred in a house of worship
that It is a sin to speak to a-fellow human

being. It is a heathenish sort of etiquette that
counts it improper to speak in the house of God
to a person to whom you have not been Intro
duced. Extended conversation is, of course,
not to be expected, and in many cases only a
brief, friendly greeting is all that is desired
or needed, but to get up glum and dumb after
the benediction, and march out of church dumb
and glum is not a sign of grace, but rather
proof of a sort of demoniacal possession from
which the victim ought to pray to be delivered.
Followers of Christ ought to be radiant; they
ought to radiate their brotherly good-will into
the hearts of those who come near them. There
is no finer praise which can be given to a city
church than this: “The people are cordial.
They have such a friendly way. They make
you feel as though you were one of them. They
make you want to see them again.” A church
that inspires such feelings and calls forth such
eulogies is a church that will continue through
all the years to grow in stature and wisdom,
and in favor with God and man.

War Should Be Outlawed
Yes, war must be outlawed, and that by the
sentiment of the good people of the nations.
This can be done, and it must be done, and
the work should begin at once and never let
up until success is achieved. । It is a shocking
shamqjthat^war^^. possible today, in tbejight
of this age and civilization. No nation can
claim the right to go to war when so doing im
poses burdens of suffering untold upop count
less non-combatants and innocent people. This
is invariably and inevitably the case in every
instance of war. We append a paragraph from
the pen of Frederick Lynch, from the Chris
tian Work, which expresses our own opinion
perfectly on this point:
Any nation which today, with the present
oneness of the world, declares war against an
other country thereby declares war against
every other‘country, and the time has come to
recognize this fact. .No nation can go to war
today without going to war against all human
ity. Has not the time come to say to nations,
just as we say to individuals: "If the securing
of justice, the obtaining of your, rights, the up
holding of your honor, promises In any way
to disturb the peace of the rest of the world
and make all the Innocent nations suffer, you
must refrain from Individual action and do as
individuals do: try your case before some com
petent. judicial body by orderly process of law.”
As a matter of fact, this is the surest way to
get justice in the end. For'instance, what is
Austria getting now? What might she not have
gotten If she had taken her dispute with Servia
to the Hague, as Servia was willing herself
to do?

Faith’s Simplicity a Snare
Faith is exceedingly simple, and in this fact
is often a great mystery, not to say a snare.
It is difficult to realize that upon so absolutely
simple a condition as mere trust in the Word
and promise of God, He would suspend such
glorious blessings. Yet thia is the case. He
demands the exercise of the simple, child-like
act of faith by us, that we may obtain results
which all our ingenuity and labor and skill
could never acquire with years of endeavor.
This is the marvel of grace and the triumph of
God. So many stumble at the very simplicity
of faith. People, like NAamah, desire to do
some great thing to merit or compel or pur
chase pardon ortome of the blessings God has
for us. We must come down from these stilts
and humble ourselves like little children, and
simply ask and receive. Says the St. Louis
Christian Advocate:
A young man, distressed about tits soul, con
fided in a friend. The friend said: "Did you
ever learn to float?” "Yes, I did,” was the sur
prised reply. "And did you find It easv to
learn?*’ "Not at first,” he answered. "What
was the difficulty?” his friend pursued. "Well,
the fact was. I could not lie still; I could not

believe or realize that the water would hold
me up without any effort of my own, so I always
began to struggle, and, of course, down I went
at once.” "And then?” "Then I found out that
I must give up the struggle, and just rest on
the strength of the water to bear me up. it
was easy enough after that; I was able to
lie back in the fullest confidence that I should
never sink.” "And is not God’s Word more
worthy of your trust than the changeable sea?
He does not bid you wait for feelings; He coml
mands you to rest in Him, to believe His word,
and accept His gift.”

The Bible’s Many-Sidedness
Th© many-sided nature of the Bible, in its
marvelous blessings to the world, is a wonder
to all truly thoughtful people. There is no
door which it has not entered where its benign
influences could not uplift or bless or help.
All civilizations, all governments, all nations,
all peoples, all ages have felt its potent touch
and its uplifting power. This precious book
is destined to have its return to the place of
which it has been practically and to a degree
robbed by its false and misguided friends. It
is our only hope, our solitary star to guide ug
from the labyrinth of dismal fogs and miasma
which this world’s learning and best thought
leaves tis* in. * We give belovy a fine sumirfhry
of some of the ramifications of the benign outreachings of this wonderful book, which we
find in an exchange, which says the Bible is:
The charter of all true liberty.
The forerunner of civilization.
The molder of institutions and governments.
The fashioner of law.
The secret of national progress.
The guide of history.
The ornament and mainspring of literature.
The friend of science.
The inspiration of philosophies.
The text-book of ethics.
The light of the intellect.
The answer to the deepest human heart hungerlngs.
The soul of all strong heart life.'
The Illuminator .of darkness.
The foe of superstition.
The enemy of oppression.
. The uprooter of sin.
The regulator of all high and worthy stan
dards.
The comfort in sorrow.
The strength in weakness.
The pathway in perplexity.
The escape from temptation.
The steadier in the day of power.
The embodiment of all lofty Ideals.
The begetter of life.
The promise of the future.
The star of death’s night.
The revealer of God.
The guide and hope and inspiration of man.

Christ’s Purpose in Coming
His purpose was as high and holy as was
His nature. He came to make us holy, and
prepare us for a holy heaven above. No lower
aim or purpose would have comported with
His nature or our need. Chalmers said, with
truth, and force, as well as beauty:
Christ came to give us a justifying righteous
ness, and He also came to make us holy—'not
chiefly for the purpose of evidencing here our
possession-of a justifying righteousness — but
for the purpose of forming and fitting us for
a blessed eternity.

Sabbath Rest Not Indolence
It is a great mistake to suppose that Sabbath
rest is intended to be mere indolence or idle
ness. It must be a solemn rest from worldly
pursuits, but should be replete with holy and
refreshing activities. President Faunce, of
Brown University, says':
About the poorest possible way to observe
Sunday Is to loaf, either physically or'men
tally. »
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The Church That

Can Have Revivals

IVritten by Fred Mesch

A truly as there are churches
S
that cannot have a revival,
so there are those that can
and do have revivals. There
are unmistakable marks of
such a church.

1. It is a Spirit-filled
church. This is God’s order. The pentecostal
revival followed the pentecostal baptism.
Jesus said: “And when he [the Spirit] ’is
come, he will reprove the world of sin” (Jno.
16:8). Men may devise all sorts of methods;
this is God’s own plan. A Spirit-filled church
produces Spirit-converted sinners, the prepa
ration for Spirit-converted mourners. That
is the invariable order: church filled, sinners
convicted, penitents converted. This was the
principle held by the greatest soul winners.
2. It is a steadfast churchy I mean- by
that, that the charge of having left her “first
love” cannot be brought against her. The
early church maintained her Spirit-filled state
for a number of years, and then left her first
love — left her first, original experience of
holy fire. She became engrossed in settling
questions of doctrinal statement and forms,
and lost the power. A revival church must
not only have been filled, but she must main
tain her experience, her baptism of holy fire,
her ardor of first love. This church does not
cool off. The church of a continued revival
maintains something more than the doctrinal
statements, the theological puttings; she is
steadfast in the glory that came upon her.
“Great grace was upon them.” It was written
after Pentecost: “They were all filled with the
Holy Ghost.”
Mr. Finney said a church or Christian needs
re-converting quite often. That is his termi
nology. Call it what you please, he stated a
fact worthy of notice. The way to maintain
a sanctified experience, to keep under the
fountain or anointing — parodoxical as it may
seem — the way is to come often to the foun
tain, “pray through” often to an holy anoint
ing. It is like getting sanctified over again.
Get more than a blessing; stay till you get
a Noah’s flood of grace, and you get swamped.
A church like this will have a revival. If nec
essary, fast and pray for this. It must come!
3. It is a faithful church. I mean a church
whose life and conduct shows sinners that she
has faith. A church’s faith is proved to out
siders by its faithfulness. A faithful church
has the confidence of a community. Some may
speak evil, they may ridicule, but they believe
in their hearts. This is absolutely necessary
to a revival church. She can do without large
numbers, great wealth, elegant edifice, elo
quent minister; she cannot have a revival
without'the confidence of a community. Faith
fulness in life, in conduct, alone brings this.
Sin, indifference, worldliness, superficiality in
church members, will block any revival. Note
where we are: Spirit-filled to start with; steadfast in this Spirit-filled state; then faithful
m conduct, in life, showing a lost world
something more than shouts; shoeing what we
are shouting over. Glory! We are on the way!
4. It is a united church. I infer this from
one of those negative propositions in former
article. “They were all of one accord.” The
World was attracted by their unity, fellowship.

love. The world is cursed by its opposite.
How beautiful, how sweet the fellowship of
sanctified souls! Hardly anything is more at
tractive! What is more conducive to success
than that all parties in an endeavor are pulling
together? United in heart; united in effort.
That spells success. No pulling back and
forward, but all pulling ahead. Such unity
will move men.
5. It is a burdened church. A service is
more than a jollification; it is a matter of
standing between the living and the dead.
Paul expressed this spirit when Jie said: “I
could wish that myself were accursed from
Christ for my brethren.” A revival church is
always a church that has a passion for sinners.
She weeps, she groans over the lost. There are
'days" of^astfngf’Txlere are* nights of prayer.
There is the travail of the church, as necessary
to a revival as it is usual in childbirth.
Mr. Finney said that a church burdened for
sinners was a sure sign of a coming revival.

When He Comes In
Written by E. E. Martin’

HEN He, the ; blessed. Holy - .Ghost,
comes in'He comes to abide in His
sanctifying power in the heart. How
sweet to love God with all the heart, mind,
soul and strength. Christ is our chiefest de
light. Hbw sweet to not be ashamed to con
fess this glorious grace to all the world.
In the past, when there has been some ques
tion as to whether in the inmost soul all was
well, and clouds seem to arise as from sin,
now all have vanished, and the soul is trans
parent before God, while the light shines^mtd'
the depths of the heart, filling the entire
being with His presence. All clear — all light
— all love.. Glory to God forever!
The Holy Ghost is revealed to the soul in
glory. There is a halo of His presence within
like the'luminous cloud over the most holy
place, thrilling with awe and melting into
deepest humility and adoration. He fyas won
by subduing the heart.
There is such' a completeness in /this grace.
How Christ the glorified Savior satisfies the
thirsting soul! The life is filled. He is all
that is desired; of His fulness there is a
never-failing fulness for the sanctified.
How pure is perfect love! It purifies the
heart and mind. Wesley says love purifies our
minds — no more evil thoughts. To think
things which are honbst, just, lovely, of virtue,
of good report, is the spontaneous habit of the
pure heart.
Of the joy of flis presence, the rest of
soul, the clearness of faith, time will dever
suffice to tell.

W

“Could I tell it, could I tell it,
How the sunshine of His presence lights my
way,
I would tell it, I would tell it,
And I’m sure that you would make Him
yours today.”
•
'
Calgary, Alta.

6. It is a praying church. The burden
j
must be brought to Jesus. The passion, must >
be wept out at His feet. The early Methodist
(
bands prayed twice a day, an hour each time.
;
The source of their revivals is evident. This
is a prayerless age; it is one of banqueting.
It is a period for feasting rather than fasting.
The church with a revival must pray; she
must pray regularly; she must pray earnestly;
she must pray continually; she must pray imI
pojtunately. This people will have a place to , '
pray, a time to pray, a way to pray and'power
:
to pray effectually. No prayer, no power; no
j
power, no revival.
7. It is an uncompromising church. I
mean a society that does not lower its standards for anybody or for anything. Sin is
sin, and worldliness is worldliness, in one and
in all. There is no tendency to let down for
Sister Society or for Brother Influential. This
church has a revival without making it easy
to get religion or easy to join. God honors
such an institution. There never was a more
uncompromising preacher than John Baptist,
yet the crowds flocked to his pulpit and came
forward in great numbers for a “baptism unto
repentance” that brought forth fruits. I am
limited for space. What a flood of suggestion
in detail comes up here. This church does not
compromise on worldliness in dress and jewelry, nor in lodgery, nor tobacco, nor in restititution for all sin, etc., etc.

8. It is an expectant church. A revival is
looked for. She is like Elijah, sending out
the servant to scan the heavens for a cloud.
She believes; her people believe God. Faith,
coupled with and backed by prayer, is the
greatest spiritual force known to man. Noth
ing, says Jesus, is imposible to one that be
lieves. Mighty faith means mighty revivals.
O! that some of us might get our names in
scribed on the roll of the faith worthies of
ihe eleventh of Hebrews! They believed, they
received. The church that prays for and be
lieves for a revival gets one. Friends, let us
lay hold on God through His promise by
faith. “I will not be denied.”
9. It is a working church. The above qual
ities must find expression. Wo must get busy.
When souls do not come to the church, the
church must go after them. Everybody works.
One wins one. A church of one hundred has
a glorious revival of a hundred converts. Line
fishing is interesting. It needs patience; per
sisted in, it brings results. How this church
fishes!
It watches the bobbing of every cork
of conviction, of interest, and endeavors to
land the fish. This church works on every
line. .They sing, they pray, they pay, they
hold street meetings, they invite, they go after,
they bring along. They coax, they entreat,
plead, beg. They work until they see results.

10. It is a persistent church.
I have
already hinted that. She has sticktoitiveness.
She has grit; she has sand, spiritually speak
ing. This crowd goes in to win, however long
it takes. There is nothing else to do. This
is the one job. The Lord make us Jacobs of
importunity and Elijahs of persistence! Amen!
These are the marks of a revival church:
Spirit-filled, steadfast, faithful, united, bur
dened, praying,, uncompromising, expectant,
working, persistent.
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The Pastor and His People
Note:'—This article was prepared for and
read before the Ministerial Alliance of New
ton, Kansas.

N the writings of Paul, the office of prophet
or preacher is placed secondary only to that
of the apostle (1 Cor. 12:28). Among the
different kinds of preachers, there is none upon
whom greater responsibility rests and to whom
greater opportunities are given than to the
pastor. The very name in itself is suggestive,
it being one of those words brought to us,
without translation from the foreign tongue,
meaning a shepherd or keeper of sheep. One
needs only to study carefully the duties and
cares of the shepherd of old in order to form
some conception of pastoral responsibility.
It is probably not out of place to suggest
here that the pastor must needs be an exem
plary man. Happy indeed is that man who can
say to his people: *Tollow me as I follow
Christ.” Too frequently the maxim is : “Don’t
do as I do; but do as I tell you to do;” yet the
apostolic command is “Be thou an example to
them that believe, in word, in manner of life,
in love, in faith, in purity.” The pastor, in a
general sense, is the thermometer by which
you may ascertain the standard of spiritual
life held by his congregation.
The pastor, to many of his people, is the
court of final appeals. His opinion is adhered
to rigidly, whether that opinion be right or
wrong. He may be the door opening out to
the richest pasturage, or just as effectively a
barrier to those fields.
It is recorded of the Great Shepherd, our
Example, that “when he hath put forth all his
own [sheep] he goeth before them and the
sheep follow him for they know his voice.”
if the sheep are to find the proper nourish
ment, the shepherd must always go before
them, seeking out the richest pasturage and
leading his sheep thereto.
There is one point, which we cannot fail to
agree constitutes the complete responsibility
of the Shepherd, i. e., to see to it that his sheep,
one and all, shall reach in the end, the great
sheepfold. Whatever of time or attention he
may bestow upon the flock should have this
for its ultimate object: “To present them be
fore the throne of the Father with exceeding
joy.”
The parting command of Paul to the elders
of the Ephesian church included these words:
“Take heed, therefore, unto all the flock, over
the which the Holy Ghost hath made you over
seers to feed the church of God, which he hath
purchased with his own blood.” The question
may be asked by some, “What am I to feed
my flock?” and we can only reply, “Such food
as is fitted for the nourishment of sheep.”
Sheep must have food. The pastor is not a
school teacher, a biographer nor an actor.
Somewhere I heard the story of the man, who
purchased a beautiful drove of cattle, built
fine, red barns, provided all the modern equip
ment, installed a band-stand, with a talented
orchestra, making his farm attractive; but one
by oiie the cattle died. They needed food.
Buildings, equipment and music are perfectly
legitimate in their place; but'sheep must be
fed. We as pastors are not called to feed the
aesthetic nature of man, but to feed his soul.
The things which will develop spiritual brain
and brawn are the essential foods to give to
our peoples.
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Don’t misunderstand me. I am conscious
thatwe live in an age of pampered appetite,
and that the most wholesome food may be so

Written by Fred H. Mendell

served as to cause epicureans to turn away.
I am saying nothing concerning the delivery
of the sermon, though I might suggest that a
hungry, healthy sheep will not reject good
food because it happens to be unloaded with a
common scoop shovel from a vulgar wagon.
But the thought of this article is not to deal
with the manner of the presentation of truth,
but tp insist that sheep, to be spiritually fat

H prayer
By D. Rand Pierce
O bending Heavens break, we pray.
And flood the thirsty ground!
Come, notv, as in Elijah's day,
And vindicate Thy mighty sway
To AU the world around!r"

Thy might and pow’r, Thy matchless name.
No more the heathen dread;
Trailed in the dust of sin and shame
Is now the banner of Thy fame
That once such glory shed.

Have we not still Elijah's God,
As gracious now as then?
And is not Jesus' precious blood
As potent as when once it flowed
On Calvary for men?

Where are the mighty heroes, now —
The Pauls and Paysons tried?
The Whitefields and the Wesleys, too.
And burdened Finneys, who'll pray thro',
Till grace flows like a tide?
Pour on us, Lord, the Holy Ghost!
Oh, magnify Thy name!
Run like a. current through the host
From North to South, from coast to coast,
And set our hearts aflame!
Probation flics! Oh, may we now
Live in eternity;
Dead to the trifles here below,
Determined only Christ to know,
And Godfs salvation see!

from their presence and society.
Such a
woman would soon occupy in the minds of her
family the place reserved to the cook or laun
dress. Such a pastor would become in the
minds of his congregation simply the foreign
chef, who tickles their vainty by his exclusive
ness and their palates by his dishes.
Frequently, we hear it said (among our peo
ple at least), “He is not a grand preacher; but
he is a good pastor.” What do we mean? A
good mixer? Yes; but more. A man. after
God’s own hearts who is able to enter in to
the heart-life of his people.
The true pastor will not be an hireling, but
will be one who, for love of the work, gives
his time and labor unremittingly to the caring
of the sheep. He will be not only the preacher,
but the confidential friend, the sympathetic
adviser of his congregation, the sharer of their
joys, the participator in their sorrows. In
scriptural language, he will “rejoice with them
that do rejoice and weep with them that weep.”
There is much of difference’between'l'he maiTof policy and the man of sympathy. One,
actuated by sinister mbtives of a selfish nature,
may appear friendly, but the other, prompted
by a loving heart, will be a friend both in
need and indeed.
There should be no one more welcome in
the house of affliction, no one whose presence
is more desired, than that of the pastor. So
far as possible, he should know each member
of the families of his flock, not only by sight,
but by name as well. Only thus can he enter
with sympathetic interest into the home life
and heart life of all. One of the greatest pas
tors I have ever known (he is now in heaven),
used to be called the children’s pastor. The
children loved him, and wanted to sit by him
at the table when he visited in the home. He
did not make a great display of affection
toward children; but there was an unfailing,
kindly interest in them. A child never en
tered his presence unnoticed, nor was one of
them forgotten in his prayer.
Much might be said of the pastor’s prayer
life in its relation to his people. He should
pray much; both with and for them. Eike the
high-priest of olden time, he should carry his
people upon his heart. In fact, almost the
whole argument rests here. If the pastor, in
the secret place, lays the needs of his people
before the Lord, he will have no difficulty in
developing a sympathetic interest in their lives.
It is one of the great facts of spiritual life
that we can not pray, earnestly, for another
without feeling a corresponding warmth of
Christian love going out for the one for whom
we pray. I suppose it is needless to remark
that I mean real prayer. We may say per
functory prayers from a sense of duty or ob
ligation and obtain no results; but prayer, real
prayer, prayer that grips the throne of God>
that engrosses our soul and expresses our
heart’s inmost desire; this will obtain promises
and will move our hearts with warmer sym
pathy and deeper charity.

and flourishing, must be fed on the nourishing
viands of Gospel truth.
In one of our recent ministerial meetings
there was a comment passed concerning some
great metropolitan minister, who gave his at
tention to sermonic work alone. The assistant
made all calls and attended to all such minor
(?) matters of church work. Such a man may 1
properly be called a pulpiteer; doubtless a pul
pit orator; but in my estimation, he is not in
any sense of the word a pastor. The shepherd
lives in the fields with his sheep. The great
As Samuel said to his people, so may we
man, mentioned above, can feed them, in his
pulpit ministrations, only in a general sense. say to ours: “God forbid that I should sin
He is not sufficiently cognizant of their in against the Lord in ceasing to pray for you’
dividual tastes and needs, their separate (1 Sam. 12:23).
But prayer in secret for our people is not
hearts and homes, to feed them intelligently.

The pastor has no more right to isolate him
self from his congregation, to prepare sermons
for them, than the mother would have who,
anxious to properly prepare the table comforts
of her famfly, would isolate herself completely

sufficient. There are two things which people
expect of a preacher, viz.: a knowledge of the
Word of God, and prayer. - The people expect
us to pray, and they are disappointed when we
visit ip..their homes and depart failing to pray
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with them.
Nothing takes the place of
prayer. No word of sympathy, consolation,
encouragement, or cheer can fill the place
prayer represents even to those who know little
-■$r nothing of its power through personal ex
perience. The people, as a rule, believe in
prayer, and they believe that the preacher has
audience with God. During the past few
years, two striking illustrations have come to
my attention. A young couple had lost their
only child. The young father was confined to
his bed by sickness. The preacher came and
arranged for the funeral, returned, conducted
the service and accompanied the heart-broken
mother to her desolate home. He talked with
her, she told me, about joining the church;
but he did not pray with them, and her heart
was so hungry for a sympathizing prayer.
The other case dealt with the same pastor.
Caught out in the rain one day, I found shel
ter in the home of a widow. It seemed provi
dential, for she opened up her heart and told
of her great grief in the recent bereavement,
the death of her husband.
Among other
things, she said: “O, if only my pastor would
have come to me and prayed with me, but he
has never prayed in my home.”
Brethren, these things ought not so to be.
If our people are to learn that prayer is im
portant and essential to Christian life and ex
perience, they must see that we stress and em
phasize it in our lives.
This article would scarcely be complete

without some mention concerning pastoral
solicitude and concern. Probably for the lost
there are none of us who do not have un
saved people in our congregations. For these,
there should be the highest concern. The true
shepherd will leave the ninety-and-nine in
the sheepfold and seek the one that is lostuntil he finds it. Our duty is to keep the flock
in the fold, not the fold of the church; but the
fold of Christ. If some are wandering, a
great obligation rests upon our heart until
these are fully restored to divine favor.
The conclusion of the whole matter, the
summing up of pastoral responsibility might
be expressed in a few words. The true pastor
must be Christ-like. This embraces all the
rest. Each of us has his conception of what
the Christ is to us. He would have us to be
like Himself, as we deal with those lambs
of His fold, which He has entrusted to our
care. Years ago, I saw a picture which made
an indelible impression upon my mind. The
blizzard had overtaken and overcome the flock
on the homeward way. There on the desolate
mountain side the snow was covering the
frozen forms of the sheep and the same snow
covered, also, the silent form ofwthe shepherd.
I wanted to write beneath it: “The Good Shep
herd giveth his life for the sheep.” It was
His to lay down His life in vicarious sacrifice;
it is ours to lay down our lives in Christ-like
service.

Needed: Good Samaritans
Written by T. S. Mashburn
F a brother be overtaken in a. fault, those
who are spiritual should restore such an
one. Of course, the apostle here means a
spiritual fault, a side-step, the' slipping of a
sharp tongue, or some indiscreet or unchris
tian act. In plain English, a leaking out,.pro
ducing barrenness, leanness of soul, weak
knees, feeble hands, and a fruitless life. The
human family is heir to many physical and
mental weaknesses and imperfections, and yet,
even those may be improved upon and minim
ized by the grace of God which we may have
dwelling in our hearts richly by faith. True
enough, God does not reverse nature’s laws to
accommodate our little, circumscribed human
ity, by replacing an eye, a leg, or an arm that
we may have lost in a drunken brawl, but He
does remove the stony heart, and give
us His Holy Spirit, the third person of the
Trinity, who makes us new creatures in Christ
Jesus.
Thereby we do know both the doctrine, and
that He, the promised Comforter, has come
and does abide. He is an actuality, living His
own supernatural, eternal life in the sanctified,
and purified hearts within human tabernacles.
Innocent faults, physical imperfections, and
natural weaknesses, are not sins until repeated
after having received light on them. They
may become sin by wilful negligence. True,
scriptural holiness and common sense are in
separable, for God is not the author of con
fusion, as order is one of heaven’s first laws.
Holiness stands out perfect, pure, and com
plete as God Himself. It is untouched by, and
free from alloy, dross, or admixture of any
kind. Holiness is not an appendix, is not a
growth, nor a Sunday dress, nor an accommo
dation for wedding feasts, neither is it what
some teach as being the royal garment which
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we must wait for a^id receive at death- It is
aaid of Wanamaker, who displayed green bay
trees with mock oranges attached, that he
caused mnay people to look with interest and

admiration, who at the same time were igno
rant of deception and manrs cunning device.
Christ said, in Matthew 5 :48: “Be ye there
fore perfect, even as your Father which is in
heaven is perfect.” Holiness is 100 per cent
pure. It is to the full stature of the man of
perfect love in Christ Jesus. Luke says, in the
sixth chapter and fortieth verse, “The disciple
is not above his master: but every one that is
perfect shall be as his master.” (Margin) Shall
be perfected as his master. Paul says, in First
Corinthians, 13:10: “But when-that which is
perfect is come, then that which is in part
shall be done away.”
There is an end to groaning after Him, and
an end to our struggling — a real death to the
“old man” of carnality. There is a time and
a place where we may settle the sin question,
tlirough the blood of Him who suffered with
out the gate.
Truly, this is an age of great falling away,
of weak hands and feeble knees. Men’s hearts
are tried, the love of many waxing cold, sol
diers of the cross falling away all around us.
The exigencies of this great spiritual dearth
demand spiritual people who can fill the place
of the good Samaritan, and literally pick up
and minister in perfect love to the needs of
souls overtaken by faults, failures, and even
sins cqmmitted. Sheep loaded with cockleburrs, with patches of wool pulled off by briars
and thorns, and others marked by big, black
spots caused by rubbing against burned logs,
and, worse yet, those down kicking and floun
dering in mud, are far removed from their
normal state, and must be restored, or lost at
last. Cockle burrs, thorns, dirt, black logs,
filthy tobacco, liquor, profanity, and he that
loveth and maketh a lie, are all found to grow
and flourish in the public dance hall, theater,
circus, picture show, games of chance, trashy
literature, etc.
.

. _ In some sense there may be a need for house
top preaching, but the Good Samaritan did not

stand up in that way, and shout to the poor
man lying bleeding and half dead to get up
and come to Him and get oil for his wounds
and bleeding sores. He went to him, and ad
ministered the oil, lifted and placed him on
his beast, and carefully conveyed him to the
hotel, and paid the bill. We do not know if
the priest and Levite who passed by this poor
unfortunate man called to him to get up and
be a man, go and get some medicine or see a
doctor, that he was not hurt much and would
be all right, but we do know that they failed
to help him. Surely, a neglected opportunity.
How closely this resembles the attitude of
the church of this age. Who would think of
standing off and trying to whip cockle burrs
out of a sheep’s wool with a horse whip, or
trying to bleach over black spots and dirt with
whitewash? Suppose we do suffer the prickly,
stinging pain as we pick up the sheep, and,
with our fingers, remove the burrs, and soothe
the wounds? We must do it for His sake, who,
as the Good Shepherd, gave His life for His
sheep.

The Almighty ,God
Written
I.

B~ Tapwb ridge

His Mighty Hand

T is true that God is a Spirit: and they
that worship Him must worship Him in
spirit and in truth; but it is also true
(though often overlooked) that He has bodily
functions. The Scriptures speak often and
in familiar terms of God’s hands, of His ears,
of His eyes, of His voice, of His mind, of His
affections. His love and His wrath.
God is often spoken of as almighty (Gen.
17 :1; 35 :11; 48 :3; Ex. 6:3; Ps. 91:1; Bev. 1 :S;
4:8; 11:17; 19:0). Nothing i§ too hard for
Him (Gen. 18:14; Jer. 82:17, 27). Unto Him
nothing is impossible (Matt. 19:26; Lu. 1:37;
18:27; Rom. 4:21). He performs wondrous
things (Ex. 15:11; Ps. 77:14; 99:3; Is. 29:14;
Acts 4:30J, and marvelous are His works (Job
5:8, 9; Ps. 105:1-5; 118:23; 139:14; John 9:
30). He is strong to deliver those who trust
in Him (2 Chr. 10:9; Ps. 24:8; Is. 40:26;
41:10).
Often in both Old and New Testament times
God appeared unto His servants in bodily
form (Ex. 33:17-23; Is. 6:1, 5; Dan. 7 :9; John
1:14; 1 Tim. 3:16; 1 John 1:1-3).
Before we can have God work for us or can
truly or mightily work for Him, we must get,,
a vision of His almightiness. The Psalmist
says: “I have set the Lord always before me;
because he is at my right hand, I shall not be
moved” (Ps. 16:8). How secure we feel when
we know that some strong person is by our
side (Ps. 118:6; Heb. 13 :6). God is that One,
mighty to help in every time of need (Heb.
4:16).

I

1. God’s hand is mighty to deliver those
who trust in Him (Ex. 13:3; 15 :6; Num. 11:
23; Deut. 7:8; Neh. 1:10; Josh. 4:24; Ps.
17:7; 20:6; 44 :3; 89:10, 13; 98:1; 418:15; Is.
43:13; 50:2; 59:1). ,
2. When God stretches out His mighty arm
the enemy is discomfited (Ex. 3:20; 7:5; 9:
15; Deut. 26:8; Psa138:7; Ez. 14:9, 13; 20:
33-34; 25:7; Is. 31:3; Jer. 21:5; Acts 4>30).
3. God’s hand is strong to correct and to
punish those who go astray from Him (Deut.
2:15; 1 Sam. 5:6, 9, 11; 7:13; 12:15; Ps. 32:4;
39:10; 75:8; 106:26; Is. 5:25; 40:2; 51:17;
1 Pet. 5:6).

4. God’s hand is good to prosper those who
trust in, and are faithful to Him (1 Ki. 18 :46;
Ez. 7:6, 9, 28; 8:22, 81; Neh. 2:8, 18; Job IS:.
Concluded on page fifteen

MOTHER AND LITTLE ONES
Forget It
By John L. Maynard

Has a friend or a neighbor been strangely
unkind,
And you’re aching to make him regret it? Don’t give him in anger a piece of your mind —
Just hold your tongue, and “forget it.”
Are your motives impugned when you stand
for the right?
It will anger you sore if you let it.
Don’t roar like a lion that’s spoiling to fight —
Consider the source, and “forget it.”

Is work never ceasing? The way bleak with
toil?
Does discouragement seem to beset it?
They ne’er can o’ercome whom from labor re
coilKeep your eye on the goal, and "forget it.”

Has luck been against you in ventures you’ve
made?
Has fortune frowned grim when you’ve met
it?
Don’t give way to senseless, unseemly tirade —
Keep pegging away, and “forget it.”
Does the honor you sought your rival adorn?
Just wind up your hope and reset it,
Ttyere are honors untaken and glories unborn—
So turn loose your grouch, and “forget it.”
—Methodist Protestant.

The White Card and the
White Cat
By Mary E. Q. Brush

“You mind your own business!” The words
were simple enough, but they fell like a blow
on Carl Austin’s ears. He had meant to do
his duty — meant to be kind — then to think
of getting a rebuff like this! Surely, he had
offered the white card in a very courteous
manner. It had been given him the previous
evening by the evangelist who was holding
revival meetings In the big tent down near
the edge of the town. And when Carl looked
up Into the strong, kind face and listened to
the clear, earnest voice, he felt that he, too,
would like to do his part toward the great
awakening that seemed about to stir the communlty. So, when the white cards of Invita
tion to the meetings were handed out for dis
tribution, he took one. “Give it to your neigh
bor,” the evangelist had said, adding, “and remeihber that neighbor means one who is ‘nigh
by.’ ”
Now, Carl was what might be considered
alone in the world; his parents were dead, and
his only remaining relative lived far away;
he boarded in a humble, little home, whose In
mates, however, were true Christians, and had
been regular attendants at the revival meet
ings; they needed no cards of invitation.
“Well, as near as I can make out, the person
who is ‘nigh by’ me down at the gun factory
is old Daddy Toby; his bench is close to my
machine,” Carl said to himself. Then he added
with a rueful grin. “But my; he’s the grumpiest
fellow in the whole concern!” It so happened
that on Ihis particular morning Daddy Toby,
as everybody called him, was grumpier than
usual. His grizzled brows were ridged In a
deep frowq, and he muttered and grumbled to
himself as he bent over his bench at his dally
task of sandpapering the black walnut gun
stocks. *
Carl was tn the corner near him. It wasn’t
hard work to tend the machine, but Carl had
to keep steadily at It. There was never a let
up; only occasionally, when the bags gave out
and Carl had to wait for a workman to bring
him some more. It was during one of these
brief Intervals that he had leaned oter and
offered the card to Daddy Toby; and “Mind
your own business!” was the old man’s only
recognition of the well-meant courtesy.
Carl felt more than hurt — he was indig
nant. “Humph?! Catch me ever trying to do
anything again for that old fellow!” he splut
tered to himself.
By and by a shrill whistle blew, and all

down the long
room shafts and
pulleys and leath
er belts ceased
their revolution. It was the noon hour, and
the workmen dropped their tools, drew off their
blue overalls and hurried away to their dinner.
A few of the employes, however, lived too
far away to go home to the noonday meal. Tom
Applethorpe, the elevator boy, and Bflly Atkins,
who helped in the engine room, generally
brought tin pails filled with generous slices of
bread and cold meat, huge wedges of pie and
cheese and sundry doughnuts. Carl, too, some
times stayed. It gave him a chance to do some
studying. He was taking a course at a cor
respondence school and was eager te seize
every extra minute for his books.
Today, however, he could not do much study
ing. Tom and Bill were making a great com
motion near him. In the midst, of their gleeful
exclamations and shouts of laughter. Carl
thought he heard a doleful feline wail, and, on
looking up from the curious dots, curves and
pothooks- of his stenographic exercises, he
caught sight of a furry, white object being
thrust into the locker under Daddy Toby’s
bench.
“Say, you fellows, what are you trying to
do there?” he called out.
“Oh, we’re going to give the old man a cot
ton flannel fit!” Tom replied with, h. chuc^e.
“Didn’t you know that Daddy has a morbid
hatred and terror of cats? He fairly froths
at the mouth even if he sees one perched on
a woodpile or prowling across the road! Tell
you what, there’ll be high jinks when he opens
this drawer’” The two lads went back to their
dinner pails, their wedges of pie and cheese,
and Carl took up his pencil again. But it
moved rather listlessly in Its making of the
shorthand characters. To tell the truth, he
wasn't thinking very much of what he was
doing. He was recalling something that good
Aunty Smith, the woman with whom he
boarded, had told him several weeks ago.
””OId Daddy Toby has /had a deal of trouble,”
she had said. “Folks around here don’t know
much about it. He used to live down at Sand
wich, where my cousin did. His wife died,
leaving him one child — a daughter he thought
lots of; she grew up and married, then on:
day, when she and her husband were out jn
a sailboat, a terrible storm came up and both
of ’em were drowned. They left a nice, little
girl baby eight months old, and no mother
could take better care of that child than old
Daddy did. It got to be two years old and was
the comfort of his life, then' something awful
happened. One day a neighbor’s cat was In the
yard; it Was acting kind o' strange; folks
thought afterwards that it had been bitten by
a mad dog that had been prowling around the
neighborhood a week or so before this. Any
how, before it could be prevented, Daddy’s lit
tle Elsie, as she was called, toddled after the
cat; it turned and sprang at her like a wild
creature; bit and clawed her terribly. The
wounds must have poisoned the child, for she
was taken sick, and, in spite of all the doctors
could do — and Daddy sent for a noted one
from Boston — the poor, little one died in
dreadful agony. Since then, so I’ve heard, old
Daddy Toby is frantic at the sight of a cat —
and I don’t wonder!”
Carl pondered over the story. The remem
brance of it made him feel uncomfortable.
But pshaw! It wasn’t his business if the
grumpy old man had a spite against cats.
“Anybody’d think he hated boys, too, by the
way he snapped me up,” Carl muttered, think
ing of his rebuff when presenting the card of
Invitation. “Maybe it’d be a sight worth seeing
If Daddy was worked up a little!”
Then better thoughts tugged at his heart
strings; he laid down his pencil and paper and
walked over to where Tom and Bill were just
wiping away the stains of huckleberry pie from
their lips. “Look here, fellows, you’d better
take that cat out of Daddy’s locker,” he began
quietly. Then he proceeded to tell them the
story of the poor, little tortured child. The
faces of his listeners grew sober; then they
nodded their heads in acquiescence to the sug
gestion.
“All right! Guess we’d better let puss skip,”
they said, and the squirming, squawllng, white
animal was soon skurrying away. Then Tom

and Bill strolled down to the lower hall to
have a chat with some of the men who were
returning, and Carl went back to his steno
graphic exercises. His conscience being easier
now, it was not long before he was absorbed
in his work.
Presently he felt a hand laid on his shoulder,
and, glancing up, he beheld the face of Daddy
Toby. But the latter’s countenance was no
longer sullen, nor was his manner surly and
disagreeable. A softened look was in his
faded blue eyes and there was, too, the mist of
unshed tears. His tone was strangely gentle
as he spoke.
“My lad, a minute’s speech with ye. D’ye
know that ye’ve touched my heart as It’s not
been touched in a long time? Ye’ve made me
believe that I have a friend. I did not dream
that there was anybody who cared for me. I’ve
been a cross, old curmudgeon!
Oh, I’m
ashamed of treating ye in such a surly fashion
this morning! I was feeling out of sorts, but
that’s no excuse. However, ye’ve proved that
ye could be forgiving, be Chrlstlan-like. I
heard what ye told those young rogues when
they would have played that trick on me. I
did not know that anybody knew of my trouble,
my great loss. Oh, it’s all true, that sad, sad
talel! It broke my heart. But, let’s say no
mor^^ont. IV I want ye .to know that I am
■grateful to ye, for trying to spare me from
getting into a fit of rage; the sight of a cat
affects me strangely. I heard ye talking to
Tom and Bill. I was lying down on the chest
in yonder stockroom and the door was ajar.
As I said, I felt out of sorts, and, not being
hungry, did not go home to dinner. Yes, yes,
I want to thank you most heartily for doing
me a kindness,” and, here the old man's eyes
looked wistfully Into Carl’s, “and what was
that card you were after giving me this morn
ing? Was it to some religious meeting that
you were inviting me? Eh? Yes, yes! Well,
it’ll be thanking you kindly, you’ll hear me if
you’ll give me the invitation again.” And that
evening, when Carl Austin took his seat again
in the big, white tent, old Daddy Toby was at
his side, an eager, interested and comforted
listener, and henceforth the two — the lonely
man and the lonely lad — were like unto lov
ing father and son. — Intelligencer.

The True Wife
What do you think the beautiful word “wife”
cornea from? It is the great word In which the
English and Latin languages conquered the
French and Gredk. I hope the French will
some day get a word for it, instead of that
dreadful “femme.”
But what do you think it comes from? The
great use of Saxon words is that they mean
something. Wife means “weaver.” You must
either be housewives or housemoths; remember
that. In the deep sense, you must either
weave men’s fortunes, or feed upon and bring
them to decay.
Wherever a true wife comes, home is always
around her. The stars may be over her head;
the glowworm in the night cold grass may be
the only fire at her foot, but home is wherever
she is, and, for a noble woman. It stretches
far around her, better than homes ceiled with
cedar or painted with vermillion, shedding its
quiet light far, for those who else are homeless.
This, then, I believe, to be the woman’s true
place and power. — Ruskin.

In Trouble
There is no better way of forgetting one’s
troubles than by attempting to relieve some
one else who is in trouble. The more one
thinks of his own troubldb, the more power
over him those troubles gain. When he is
turned away for a time from himself In the
effort to help another, personal troubles may
perish from lack of attention and sustenance.
Miss Havergal wisely says:
“Seldom can a heart be lonely
If It seeks a lonelier still;
Self-forgetting, seeking only
• Emptier cups of love to fill.”—Ex.
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Announcements
... Married — At the Nazarene church, Escondido,
CaU Jan. 10, 1915, by Rev. C. W. Welts/ pastor,
(and father of the bride), Mr. Janies H. Cowman,
of Long Beach, and Miss Caroline Virginia Welts,
of Pasadena.
Bible Lessons — Beginning on the 25th of
January, and continuing four weeks, there will be
a special Bible lesson course taught by Dr. C. C.
Driver, at Nazarene church, Jasper, Ala. All who
desire to have a better and clearer conception of
the Word can secure same now at a very small
expense. Tuition will not exceed $5 for the entire
month. Young preachers cannot afford to let this
opportunity go by unnoticed. Should you desire
board, you can arrange for same with J. W. Ran
dolph, Jasper, Ala.—C. C. Butler.
Announcement — We have just purchased a
large tent and are now ready to respond to calls
anywhere. We have some open dates, so write us.
Our terms are entertainment and a place to put up
the tent, and we take the offerings for our com
pensation, trusting the Lord to care for us. We
begin in southern Georgia right away, and would
like to put in three months in Georgia, Florida, and
Alabama, then northward anywhere. Any pastor
or community anywhere wanting a holiness tent
meeting may write me at my home address. Wil
more, Ky. I will have a helper with me if desired.
Tours for the Master, Samuel Linge.
What Dr. H. C. Morrison says of Rev. Samuel
Linge: QRev. Samuel Linge, a devout and most
earnest Methodist minister, has moved into Wil
more, Ky., to educate his children. He is a conse
crated and zealous evangelist, and successful and
fruitful preacher. We most heartily commend him
to any minister or community that desires assist
ance in evangelistic services.”
Letter of Introduction — To Whom it May
Concern: I wish to introduce to our people Rev.
C. E. Elsworth, of Greenfield, Ind., R. F. D. No. 9,
who holds membership in our church at Indian
apolis, Ind„ and is an elder in the Chicago Central
District. He came to us from the Holiness Chris
tian Church, where he labored for twelve years.
He was ordained by M. W. Knapp along with Bud
Robinson and. others. He is well known by such
men as Rud Robinson, JReth C. Rees, C. W. Ruth,
and other prominent men of our church. His wife
is a commissioned evangelist in our church, and
assists him in the work. He has a large tent, fully
equipped with seats, lights, and organ. Any one
needing his services would do well to engage him.
. Now would be a good time to get your date for a
summer tent meeting.—U. E. Harding.
Change of Address — Dist Supt. S. H. Owens
has taken the pastorate of the Ryan church, in
connection with his District work, and his address
will now be Ryan, Okla., instead of Bethany.
Chance to Go to School — Those desiring to
enter school to prepare for the Lord’s work, can do
bo without cost to themselves. I am anxious to
help you. Have sent two young men in the last
month, one to our school at Hutchinson, Kas., and
the other to Pasadena, Cal. Write me, enclosing
2-cent stamp for rdply.—S. L. Flowers, 1705
Fourteenth St., Boulder,- Colo.
Recommendation — It gives me pleasure to
recommend to my old friends on the Hamlin Dis
trict our beloved brother, Rev. A. J. Vallery, who
has lately moved from Louisiana, and now resides
Rt Hamlin, Texas. Brother Vallery is a man of
deep spirituality, and will do you good service as
An evangelist or pastor.—E. G. Theus, Homer, La.

District News
ARKANSAS DISTRICT
I am at Morrillton. in a battle with Pastor C. P.
Roberts. I have rightly called it a battle, for the
enemy is contesting every inch of the ground. Well,
the victory when it comes, will be sweet. There is
conviction upon many, and a few are praying
through. Brother Roberts is making good in bis
pastorate. The town has come to understand that
onr church is there to stay. They are now arrang
es to build a parsonage. We are looking for a
break in the meeting at every service.
B. H. Haynie, Dist. Supt.

SAN ANTONIO DISTRICT
The first four days of the new Assembly year
>ere spent in preparing Minutes for press and
catching up with correspondence. Our first nppoint®*nt was with the Ballinger church, November
Owing to weather conditions the new pastor
bad not been able to getion bls charge, but In spite
feather we had fair abdiences, and a
Seekers were at the altar at every
JWvember 30tb we v’s’ted the Bangs

church, but owing to a train wreck arrived about
thirty minutes after the service had been dis
missed.
Next day we went to Coleman. No service was
held on account of rain and cold. December 2d and
3d we were at Brownwood. Rev. L. Lee Gaines
had been appointed by the Advisory Board to open
a mission in this place. Two days were spent in
praying, planning, and looking over the field, and
definite steps were taken to begin right away.
December 4th was spent with the Goldthwaite
church. Through misunderstanding at the As
sembly, some confusion had been caused about
pastoral arrangement, and we had a most timely
and profitable meeting with the entire church.
December 5th to 13th we spent with our young
church at Austin. The church had received a
hard blow lately', but God overruled, and in spite
of rain and mud gave some blessed services. Souls
prayed their way through to God in the old-fash
ioned way. A Baptist preacher’s wife was sanc
tified, and out-shouted them alL The new pastor,
Rev. E. W. Wells, is getting a grip on the situ
ation, and is fast winning his way into the hearts
of the people.
Our next appointment was with the San Antonio
church, December 18th to 20th. We had good
liberty in delivering the message, and a profitable
meeting of the Church Board. The pastor, Rev.
W. O. Self, was at his post of duly, leading on
to victory.
Mrs. Fisher having been detained at the Ballinger
sanitarium for treatment under Doctor Mangum,
brother of our missionary, Miss Myrtle Mangum,
and a loyal Nazarene, we returned to Ballinger,
spending Christmas and the last Sunday of Decem
ber with our church at this place. God’s pres
ence was manifest at each service. The new pastor,
Brother Bost, was on hand and already busy get
ting into the homes of the people, and giving out
the message with no uncertain sound. Brother
Bost is one of the older pastors among us, and has
a fine record.
We returned to Coleman December 28th, and
again we were rained" out. Here I met one of my
own brothers in the flesh, whom I had not seen
for four and one-half years. It was a treat to
meet him, but sad to know that while we are
giving our lives to the ministry, his is given to
the service of sin. I believe he is trying to dodge
the higher call. Please help me in an endeavor
to pray him out of the show business into the
ministry. He had a sanctified mother and knows
and respects the true way.
The afternoon of December 29th was slated for
a Board meeting at Bangs, but owing to muddy
roads and members living so far from the place of
meeting, we could not get sufficient number to
gether to accomplish anything.
On the 29th we arrived at Brownwood on a
delayed train, just in time to be rushed off the
train into the pulpit, where the Lord helped
me in delivering the Word, and a man was glori
ous saved. God had prepared the way since our
last visit, and on December 19th Brother Gaines
had opened a mission in a neat hall, well furnished
and lighted, right in the heart of the city, on the
courthouse square. Preachers and workers passing
that way are asked to stop over and give a lift.
We had a good audience and the prospect bids fair
to a good work for God and holiness. We feel that
Brother Gaines with his good wife are the right
people for the place.
We had a very profitable day at Brooksmith
on the 30th. The public school marched over in
a body to the morning service, and God gave us a
blessed hour. A most profitable meeting of the
Board was held in the afternoon, and preaching
service at night. The new pastor. Rev. T. J.
Carpenter, had moved to his new field of labor and
already the revival fire had been kindled on his
charge.
December 31st we returned to Goldthwaite, and
found the church with a good revival spirit on, and
souls in the fountain. Preached to a fair-sized
crowd and appreciative audience at night, with
good liberty. We are looking for great things at
Goldthwaite this year.
New Year day was spent at Midway Park. Did
not meet with the church, as it is located in the
black waxy land, and the roads were impassable,
Our horse pulled the singletree in two and we had
a hard pull of it getting through.
January 2d to 4th found us at Meridian. The
church here moves along nicely, under the leader
ship of the new pastor, Rev. W. F. Rutherford.

WORKERS
The weather conditions were very unfavorable, but
a fair audience greeted each service, and the divine
presence was realized. The church and friends are
delighted with their new pastor, and seemed hope
ful for a great church year.
On January 5th we visited the Mountain church
(Scandinavian). Brother Rutherford is also pas
tor there. Had no preaching service on account
of rain, but a most profitable meeting of the Church
Board.
We are now, January 8th, with the Cranfills Gap
church.
This is another of our Scandinavian
churches, on Brother Rutherford’s charge. It is
located in the little Norwegian town of Cranfills
Gap, in the rich, fertile Bosque Valley. Here is aScandinavian settlement extending at least twenty
miles, thickly settled, and practically solid Luth
eran. It is truly a ripe and needy field. Our
people have purchased a beautiful lot, and erected
a neat, commodious church building, and also taber
nacle shed for summer meetings. We are here for
several days. Had good service last night. Don’t
forget the District Preachers’ Meeting at San
Antonio, January 28th to 31st. Keep the fire
burning.
William E. Fisher, Dist. Supt.
SAN ANTONIO DISTRICT PREACHERS’
MEETING
The District Preachers’ Meeting, of the San
»Antanio I>istrici ccnw^nes - tho fifth Sunday in
January, beginning Thursday night before, at
San Antonio, Texas.
Free entertainment for
preachers and workers. A great time is anticipated.
Make your arrangements to come. An elaborate
program has been arranged. Important themes
vital to the cause will be discussed. Red-hot ser
mons and salvation times. If you expect to at
tend, send in at once your name and address to
Rev. W. O. Self, 110 Sandoval Street, San Antonio.
Texas.
Keep the fire burning!
T-ours in Him,
William E, Fisher, Dist. Supt.

NEW ENGLAND NOTES
Evangelist B. S. Taylor is spending part of the
winter at his home in New Haven, Conn., preaching
in a holiness mission each Sunday.
Pastor Short writes us that Brother Riggs is
also desiroug of seeing another Peritccostal-Nazarene church opened this winter in the city of Provi
dence, R. I. The writer also thanks Sister Martha
Curry for her kind words of encouragement in re
gard to the opening up of a new church in the
heart of this city of 250,000 people. There is room
for six such good churches here.
The writer had a good time in Philadelphia, and
also in Reading, Pa. There were a number of seek
ers for both pardon and cleansing. These services
occupied the last week of the old and the first
week of the new year.
Evangelist George J. Kunz writes us from Sar
anac Lake, N. Y. Jie is a strong believer in the
doctrine of entire sanctification, and insists upon
his hearers testifying so clearly that three worlds
shall know where they stand.
Pastor Warner, of Fortyfort, Pa., had a blessed
meeting with Brother Ruth. There were seekers
for the double cure.
Pastor Post writes that the Monday holiness
meetings in Boston are well attended, and there
are frequent seekers for full salvation.
Pastor Beebe, of our Lynn, Mass., church writes
that they are looking for blessed results in the
special meeting now going on in their church.
Evangelist Martha Gurry preached for Pastor
Norberry during the latter’s absence. The Lord
blessed her ministry, as He always does.
Our Lowell church is reaping a good harvest as a
result of the extra services held there the month of
November.
Rev. Frank Stevens, of Boston, Mass., who is
now on the Pacific Coast, is having good success in
his evangelistic work. Ttfeir New England friends
will rejoice to learn that Sister Stevens is improv
ing in health since they went to California.
District Superintendent Washburn was hot able
to be at the preachers* meeting in Pastor Short’s
church, Cambridge, Mass., as he was holding meet
ings in Maine. A good time is reported at this
first preachers’ meeting in Brother Short’s, new
church.
Sister Fannie Crosby, the aged hymn writer, Hy
ing with her nelce, Mrs. Booth, at Bridgeport,
Conn., while feeble In body, is clear in mind,' andv
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as cheerful as usual. In four months she will
attain her ninety-fifth birthday, but she fully ex
pects to live to be 100, and then go home to be with
Jesus.
Doctor Munhall is still active in the evangelistic
field. He suffers more or less persecution because
of his recent book warning the Methodist church of
the awful breakers which threaten her destruc‘'tion.
The Wesleyan Pentecostal Church, recently or
ganized, worships each Sabbath in Palestine Hall
for the present Pastor Norberry and his people
are greatly pleased with the good start the dear
Lord has given them. The writer will have to re
fuse all calls for evangelistic work this winter in
order to give all his attention to the new church,
which starts out with nearly seventy members.
Will all the kind friends accept the heartfelt
thanks for their encouraging words, on our purpose
to establish a new and aggressive holiness church
in the center of the city.
"Keep on Believing.”

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT NOTICE
At the late preachers’ meeting held at Cambridge,
it was the voice and vote of the Preachers’ Meeting
that the present Constitution and By-Laws be
abolished at our next meeting at Manchester, N. H.,
February 22d. This serves as a month’s notice,
as per rule now holding. A special program is
being arranged for the Manchester meeting. Rev.
C. J. Washburn will present a paper on a theme of
vital interest to us. Mark the date, brethren, and
be there.
C. P. Lanpher.
EASTERN OKLAHOMA DISTRICT
Our District Superintendent, Rev. L. F. Cassler,
lies at the home of his daughter at the point of
death. Let every one who reads these lines pray
that God may restore him to us. We sorely need
him at this time. He has requested that I take
charge of his work until his recovery. On account
of pastoral duties, I can do only such visiting as
is very necessary, but will help in other ways as
I can. Brother Cassler has been sick since the
death of his wife. He wrote me at that time that
he was crushed and craved an interest in all our
prayers.
Any church that paid for the Assembly Minutes
and hasn’t received them should notify me at once.
We will send you more. We also have a few copies
we can furnish others at 12 cents per copy, post
paid. These are paid for, but the money will be
put into the treasury for next year. Notice change
of address.
E. C. Cain, Secretary.
Shawnee, Okla.
EASTERN OKLAHOMA DISTRICT
PROGRAM FOB MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION, ADA,
OKLA., JANUARY 27 TO 31.
TUESDAY

7 : 30 p. m.— Preaching.
WEDNESDAY

8 : 30 a. m.— Devotional service.
9
: 00 a. m.— Brief business session.
9:20 a. m.— Work and Aim of the Association.
(Address).
9
: 30 a. m.— Deaconess rally.
11: 00 a. m.— Preaching.
2:00 p. m.— Importance of Sunday School work.
(Paper).
2:15 p. m.— The Ideal Superintendent and His
Work. (Paper).
2 : 45 p. m.— The Model Teacher. (Paper).
3:15 p. m.— Relation of the Pastor to the Sun
day School. (Paper).
3 : 45 p. m.— Sunday school problems and ques
tions.
7 : 30 p. m.— Preaching.
THURSDAY

SATURDAY

IDAHO HOLINESS SCHOOL

-

The following are a few paragraphs from
some of our students:
The Idaho Holiness School is the only one
of its kind in the "Great Northwest.” We
feel that the Lord is pleased with the progress which has already been made, and will
continue to bless the work that has been
begun in His name. The school has more
than doubled its number since the first week
of this school year.—Irma Cook.
We students cannot "express our thankfulness for the privilege of being in the holiness school here at Nampa, Idaho. God has
been blessing every department of the work.
How it makes our hearts ache to look over
this great Northwest I So many have never
heard a holiness sermon nor known of a
holiness school. It is this which has caused
the consecrated people to establish a school
here.—Leota Mobeland.
The students of this school thank God for
teachers who believe and teach God’s Word.
Besides the Grammar School and Academy
there are courses in Theology, Music, and
Business. And with a good holiness church
surely we have every possible advantage. We
are glad for the large number of young people
here attending school who have devoted their
lives to Christ’s service. We thank God for
the influence of our school is having upon
the people of the town and surrounding community. As it grows may it continue to help
those who are far from Christ, is our prayer.
—Marion Whitson.
*
* There are so many advantages here that
other schools do not have because God’s laws
and truths are taught and studied. Where
everything is done to the honor and glory of
God there is sure to be victory such as there
is in this school.
There are over sixty
students enrolled at this time, and more coming in all the time. People are coming from
different parts of Idaho and other states to
attend this school. There is a great advantage
here in our associations; the people are all
Christians, and have the Christ-like spirit.
—Beatrice Forbes.
The first semester is now at a close and all
are greatly pleased with the results. The
very atmosphere is permeated with the love
and glory of God. The revival spirit has
prevailed throughout this semester and many
souls have been wonderfully saved. It is
really an unusual privilege to attend a school
of this kind where all is being done for the
glory of the Lord. There are a number of
young people in school who have felt definite
calls from God; they meet every Tuesday
evening for a special prayer service and the
Lord is blessing remarkably. Many parents
in different places are beginning to see how
infidelity is being infused into the minds of
the young people in the public schools, and
how they spend much time in dancing and
ungodly amusements. Praise God for a
school where true religion is taught by
teachers who possess the experience of entire
sanctification.—Vivian Cathey.
The above paragraphs are a few expres
sions by the students of the school from their
viewpoint. During the Christmas vacation
our pastor, Rev. Hays, has been conducting
a very successful revival at the Nazarene
chapel. He was also favored by the assist
ance of Rev. Brilhart and daughter from
Texas, and Rev. Epperson c* Los Angeles
CaL, all of whom proved a blessing to the
meetings. A number of persons have received
bright, new experiences, and all have been
blessed and encouraged greatly.
We are now in our first week of school
following the holidays, and begin with the
largest enrollment that the school has yet
had. The students are industrious and ener
getic in taking up their work again, and the
prospect is that this will be the most suc
cessful term which the school has yet en
joyed.
Lowell H. Coate, Prin.
Nampa, Idaho.
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8 : 30 a. m.— Devotional service.
9:00 a. m.— The Prayer Meeting. (Paper).
9 : 30 a. m.— Discussion of problems and ques
tions concerning the prayermeeting.
10:00 a. m.— Missionary rally and sermon.
2:00 p. m.— Evangelistic Preaching and Revival
Methods. ( Paper ).
2 : 45 p. m.— Relation of the Evangelist to the
Church and Pastor. (Paper).
3:30 p. m.— Our Licensed Preachers. (Paper).
4:00 p. m.— Topography of the Old Testament.
(Chart Lecture).
11; 00 a. m.— Preaching.
7: 80 p. m.— Preaching.
2 : 00 p. m.— Pastoral visitation.
TRIDAT
3:00 p. m.— Church Finance. (Paper).
4:00 p. m.— The Church Board Meeting.
8:80 a. m.— Devotional service.
cuulon),
-9:00 a. m.— The Pastor in His Study. (Paper).
7 : 80 p. m.— Preaching.
10:00 a. m.— Pastoral Preaching. (Paper).

a. m.-— Devotional service.
a.'in.-—Business session.
a. m.— Preaching.
p. m.— Unfinished business-and introduction
and discussion of new subjects.
7 : 30 p. m.— Preaching.

8:30
9:00
11: 00
2 : 00

BUNDAY

11 : 00 a. m.— Preaching.
3 : 00 p. m.— Preaching.
7:30 p. m.— Preaching.
Note: Let the licensed preachers bring the book
Practical English tor class instruction.
E. C. Cain, Chairman.
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NOTICE TO HAMLIN DISTRICT
As the manner of raising the District Superin
tendent’s salary was left to the District Advisory
Board by the last District Assembly, the Board
wishes to call attention to the necessity of keeping
the District Superintendent on the District, as was
voted by the Assembly. Your attention is further
called to the fact of his heavy expenses of travel
ing over the District, and also an expensive trip to
the General Assembly in the fall, besides a large
family to support.
A resolution was passed to raise an amount equal
to $1 per member, payable quarterly on or before
January, April, July, and October 1st, 1915.
We wish to further call attention of the pastors
to the fact that as the steward’s first duty is to the
pastor, the first duty of the pastor is to the
District Superintendent. We further request that
the evangelists not only.pay a part of their tithes,
but stir up the people to pay the District Super.intendentr.. and-’tak^^n offering for him in their
meetings. Thus by all doing their best, we will
be able to keep the District Superintendent on the
field.
We urgently request that all pastors make
quarterly reports to the Secretary of the Ad
visory Board in order that they may know
whether the needs of the District Superintendent
are being supplied and that they may offer any
suggestions that may be of help in raising the same.
Send or pay all money direct to the District
Superintendent, J. C. Henson, Roscoe,. Texas.
J, Walter Hall,
Secretary District Advisory Board.
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WESTERN OKLAHOMA DISTRICT
Since our last report we have visited our church
at Skedee, where Brother Drake is doing a good
work for. God, and for our church. He is a fine
pastor, straight and clean, and preaches a full
gospel in Jove and tenderness. All his people love
him. They are deeply spiritual.
We went on to Blackwell, where the new pastor,
E. V. Potter,‘is getting a good hold on the people.
The prospects are good for a good work there.
Several have been saved, reclaimed, or sanctified
since Brother Potter came on the work, and we are
expecting a great year in • the Blackwell church.
From Blackwell we came to Knowles, where we
found Brother Everhart with a good tent, well
lighted and seated and heated, and the battle
already on. We have only been here for one
service, but our faith claims the victory.
Brothers Gray and Vance report the fire falling
and the revival still sweeping at Harmon. Brother
Hill, with the four evangelist girls, reports a great
revival at Ponca City.
Brother McCanlics i«
ploughing things up about Waurika.
Brother
Coulson is assisting Pastor Hall at Prairie Gem.
We have not yet learned the success of the meet
ing, but we are expecting great things from them,
as Brother Coulson is one of the old-reliables.
Remember the great Holiness Rally at Ryan,
January 28th to 31st, and let everyone who pos
sibly can be sure to attend.
S. H. Owens, Dist. Supt.
KENTUCKY DISTRICT
We feel encouraged on the District. God is
moving in a marvelous way among the churches.
We have just heard from Newport, Ky., of a great
revival that is on there; 58 conversions, and a num
ber added to the church. I will have paid them a
visit ere this report reaches the press. We had a
very encouraging report from Burnside, Kyf Our
Brother J. L. Johnson tells that God is visiting
there, and that the people have a inind to work,
and that they are expecting to build the walla
around Burnside. I am expecting to be with them
soon in some special meetings, and feel God is going
to give us a revival. Some good reports from the
Delmar and Highway circuits. I leave for New
port, Ky., the 14th, where I will be until the 25thWe have applications from three good men to*
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<ork in Kentucky, and they come well recom
mended. We expect to find work for all of them,
and
are-praying that God will send more as the
work opens up. I am praying that God • will give
us a good,, strong church in every town in Ken
tucky. Will you join with me?
W. W. Hankes, Dist. Supt.
WISCONSIN DISTRICT
The special mid-winter convention of the workers
and the District Missionary and Advisory Boards
of the Wisconsin District will meet with the Mil
waukee church, 616 Arthur St., on February 13,
1915. The object of the convention is to Counsel
together relative to the coming campaign, pray the
glory down on ourselves, get enthusiasm for the
work ahead of us, and help set Milwaukee on fire.
Those expecting to come will please notify Rev.
W. G. Hanmer, 616 Arthur St., Milwaukee, Wis.,
stating when they will arrive. Free entertainment
will be given all who come.
F. J. Thomas, Dist. Supt.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT MEETING
The New England District Deaconess Meeting
will be held at East Wareham, Mass., January 26th
to 27th. First meeting to be held on the evening
of the 26th, continuing throughout the next day.
Train leaves South Station, New York and New
Haven division, January 26th, at 4 : 30 p. m. Make
an effort to be present. A great time is anticipated.
Cora M. Hudson, Secretary.
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Ballinger Charge (Ballinger, Miles)—J. W. Bost,
500 Park Ave.. Ballinger, Texas.
Brownwood Charge (Brownwood mission, Bangs,
Bethel)—L. Lee Gaines, 1006 Austin Ave.,
Brownwood, Texas.
Brooksmiih Charge (Brooksmith, Indian Creek,
Rice, Trickham)—T. J. Carpenter, Brooksmith,
Texas.
Cedar Grove — H. L. Crawford, supply, Wetmore,
Texas.
Coleman Charge (Coleman, Cleveland, Glen Cove,
Locker)—I. W. McDonald, Coleman, Texas.
Concho—: Thomas E. Mangum.
El Paso (Mexican church)—S. D. Athans, 815
South El Paso St., El Paso, Texas.
Lytton Spring's Charge (Lytton Springs, Red Rock,
Martin’s chapel, Thompsonville)—B. R. Golightly, R. F. D. No. 6, Austin, Texas.
Meridian Charge (Meridian, Mountain, Cranfills
Gap) — W. F. Rutherford, Meridian, Texas.
Ifidtcoy Park— To be supplied.
Pearl Charge (Pearl, Fairview)'—- S. W. Hampton,
Pearl, Texas.
Placid Charge (Placid, Red Creek)—M. E. Rogers.
London, Texas.
Woco Charge (Waco, County Line, Goldthwaite,
Williams’ ranch)—Thomas D. Dunn, 1724 Bur
nett St., Waco, Texas.
San Antonio—W. O. Self, 110 Sandoval St., San
Antonio, Texas.
Yates Charge (Yates, Bethel, Hickory Valley) —
W. M. McMahon, R. F. D. No. 4, Whitney,
Texas.

Our work is moving right on, although we have
been greatly hindered on account of financial con
ditions.
Onr new church near Andalusia is moving right
along. Brother Cook writes me that the mem
bership has reached forty. They are at work on
their new building.
Rev. Marvin Carroll, of South Alabama, writes
me that they have about decided to have me organ
ize them into a Nazarene church.
Then Brother J. F. Anderson, from South Ala
bama, has written me an urgent invitation to bring
the. Nazarene news to them. They are coming to
us from the Methodist Protestant Church.
A brother writes that they want a Nazarene
church at Decatur.
Mrs. Lancaster writes me that they had a sal
vation time at Shiloh Nazarene church the second
Sunday. One profession and another seeking holi
ness. They are having fine crowds, and a good
Sunday school. Mrs. Lancaster is pastor.
“Our work is doing nicely at Watts’ chapel,” says
Brother Covington. They are small in numbers —
only ten — but they have undertaken to build, and,
ere this reaches our readers, they will be at work
on the new church. Brother Covington says he is
going to push the work there.
C. H. Lancaster, Dist. Supt.

ALABAMA DISTRICT
Am on, my first round to our churches in Alabama
District. My first stop was at Birmingham. Our
church there is having a struggle, but we have some

BEULAH PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT
Leaving home January 2d, wife and I came to
Dayton, Ohio, to fill Pastor ^hort’s pulpit over the
Sabbath, he being away in a meeting at Marshall
town, Iowa, with Brother and Sister Wines.
We found his people on fire for God and souls.
NINETY YEARS OF AGE
This is our church home. We were delighted with
their spiritual progress, which is marked by many
new faces and ringing testimonies. We had the
The California Bible College and Academy
pleasure of receiving into the church Sabbath morn
invite the friends of the Rev. and Mrs. M. L.
ing two good members, the pastor of the Free
Haney to attend a reception in honor of
Methodist church and his wife. There was one
Brother Haney’s ninetieth birthday anni
seeker at the evening service. The new vestibule
versary, Saturday afternoon, Jan. 23, 1915,
and furnace make a marked improvement on the
from 2 to 5 o’clock, at their residence, “Five
property. This has been by far the best year for
Palms,” 118 Glorietta Street, Pasadena, Cal.
this church.
All who have ever been spiritually blessed at
Our next stop was at Troy, Ohio. We were
any time during these past ninety years
heartily received by pastor and church. This church
through Brother Haney’s writings, preach
has grown beautifully. New faces tell of their vic
ing, or personal work are invited to bring in
tory. The house was well filled both nights we
person or send in letters, marked “To be
were there. They sing their shouts and shout their
opened Jan. 23, 1915,” either gold, silver, or
songs. They have seekers at most every service.
paper offerings, as a remembrance, and to
The revival glory is on them. They have added to
write him and tell him in person how God
their church two new Sunday school rooms which
has used him to bless their lives.
open into the auditorium by folding doors. Then
they have built a neat seven-room parsonage with
bath, electric lights, gas for heat, and a cozy little
cellar. The pastor is now living in it, and his most excellent Nazarenes in that city. I was with
family is well cared for.
them the first Sunday in January, and we had
Many of our' churches could have a parsonage some splendid services. Our people in Birmingham
if they but thought so. While we have dedicated are hampered in the work, as they have to use a
five churches since last Assembly, we have had but hall that is situated upstairs. Rev. Harry Moore
one parsonage added thus far. Come, friends; with is now their regular pastor. Brother Moore ex
a little extra planning and pushing we can house pects to push our envelope system for raising mis
our pastors and pay for the parsonage as we would sionary money. They are going to subscribe for a
pay rent. A parsonage is one of the best assets quantity of Other Sheep. Birmingham is a great
to church property.
field for the Nazarene Church and we must push it.
Our next meeting was at Columbus, Ohio, with
Dora was my next stop. Our church at that
Pastor Kell. This church is a marvel in our eyes. place has suffered on account of not having a regu
No church on the District has grown like this one. lar pastor. However, Rev. J. N. Russell, of Sipsey,
Last Assembly they had sixteen members; now they has taken up the pastorate. Rev. Claude Myers
have about sixty. They had no property, now they has just closed a week’s meeting there, and things
have a fine large church, and the payments met. .are getting in better shape. They have a splendid
They were paying no salary, now they pay $20 Sunday school. Also our church in Birmingham
Per week. We were blessed while preaching to has a very good Sunday school.
them, and the glory filled the place as we partook
Bankston was our next stop. Here we had some
of the Lord’s Supper. Brother Kell is pushing the good services. Our church is doing well. They
work as a new pastor. This is his future work I have a very fine Sunday school. Brother Neal superthink. They have enough ground by the church for ‘intendent. This church also is going to push out
a parsonage, and we think they will have one in and do something for missions. They promised to
the near future. They have a fine lot of people in subscribe for a quantity of Other Sheep. Rev.
the church, and a host of friends out of the church. J. A. Manasco is pastor here
Let us not forget that our work is to spread
The second Sunday was spent with Millport
^riptural holiness. We are soldiers of the cross; church. Services were excellent. School doing very
let us keep up the fight.
well. Brother Driver had eighteen or nineteen in
N. B. Herrell, Dist. Supt.
his special Bible class. Miss Laura Scoggin is
doing good work in her room and she will continue
two or three months. We appointed Rev. S. B.
PASTORAL ARRANGEMENT SAN ANTONIO for
Gosey as pastor to succeed Brother Driver until
DISTRICT
the Assembly;’ also Brother Gosey will supply
William E. Fisher, Diet. Supt., 1811 North our little church at Vernon. When I arrived at
Millport I found our milch beloved brother, Rev.
Flores Street, San Antonio. Texas.
Charge (Austin and Jacobs Well)~r~B. W. F. B. Shelton, very sick. He has been a father
to the holiness work in that section for many years.
Wells, 1004 Willow St, Austin, Texas.
Bloomington Charge (Bloomington, Seadrift, Bay- We fear he will never recover. He has been a
8ide, Yoakum)—C. P. Clayton, supply, Bloom- servant of the Lord for many years, and is a ripe
Christian.
“Ston, Texas.

General Church News
LAPEER, MICH.

.Cipaed^a very pj^eioua' o^g^pek _ meeting the
27th of December, with Brother Bradley as evan
gelist. The few nights of the meeting were well
attended by the people of the neighborhood. God
was with us in power. Brother Bradley preached
with the unction of the Uoly One of God, and ten
were saved or sanctified. The dear Lord gave us
an addition of five new members Sunday, January
10th. Beulah Church has now fifty-three mem
bers, who are all out for Jesus, and standing true
to God and holiness. Any one needing help would
do well to write Brother Bradley, at Berlin, Mich.
He certainly would be a blessing to any church
that wants to make advancement in the Christian
life. We expect to keep up the fight against sin
and the devil, for God has promised to be with us
unto the end.—A. J. Bush, Pasior.
BLACKWELL, OKLA.
We are in the beginning of our revival here.
Several have found pardon or purity. The inter
est is increasing, and the blessing of the Lord is
on us. We love the people here, and they are
doing well by us. Thank the Lord for the way
of holiness and the holy people in the way.—E. V.
Potter, Pastor.
LATHROP, CAL.
On the evening of January 7th the Smith Band,
of Stockton Rescue Mission, entertained the people
of Lathrop in the Union church, and sang their
way into the hearts of people hunrgy for the
Gospel. Never have we seen the Spirit’s presence
more evident in the singing, of the Gospel message.
The atmosphere, seemed to be laden with the pres
ence of God during the entire service. We are
looking forward to another visit from this dear
people at an early date. Pray for us.—J. A.
MacDonald.
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Oh, that God would rain righteousness upon the
people of Phoenix as the clouds are pouring water
upon the earth! There seems to be a great spiritual
dearth in this beautiful capital city of 26,000 in
habitants. There are churches; yes, and sects, and
holiness bands, till it looks as if there ought to be
leaven enough to save the whole city; but worldli
ness and greed ot gold are dominant. Yet, one
great, good thing the people of this infant state
have done, was to vote for state prohibition and
carry the election by a large majority. This city
is a stronghold for Catholicism, among both Ameri
cans and Mexicans. But God’s Word, which is
quick and powerful and sharper than any twoedged sword, is cutting many bands, and setting the
captives free. Th? difficulty here/as everywhere, is
that the Bible is not read. We are distributing our
own holiness tracts — hundreds of them nave been
given out — and gospels of St. John have been put
into many homes, also Bibles, which are being
read, and there is an awakening among the Mexi
cans, resulting in great good. We find that there
are still Nicodemuses in the world who say, “How
can a man be born again?” and stranger still that
so many in the American churches are still contend
ing that we grow into holiness, or that we receive
the gift of the Spirit in conversion — any other way
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but God’s way, the crucifixion of the "old man.”
Let us be true to holiness, and definite in its teach
ing. There are here a People’s mission, a Japanese
mission, and a new Pen tecostal-N azarene Mexican
mission, a Free Methodist church, and the Sal
vation Army, where holiness as a second definite
work of grace is experienced and taught. We have
great faith for the future of these two foreign
missions in this city. I expect to report further
in reference to our Mexican work here, and give
some views of the building and people. We ask
especially your prayers for our new workers, and
for the power of God’s Spirit among our people
here—Mrs. M. Mo Reynolds.

LOS ANGELES, CAL
FIRST CHURCH

Rev. C. E. Roberts and wife and Miss Lenora
Taylor begin a series of evangelistic services with
Pastor Cornell on January 17th, embracing three
Sundays. We are anticipating a remarkable in
gathering. We ask the prayers of the saints.—
C. E. Cornell.
MONTEZUMA, KAS.
We have just closed a three weeks’ meeting, be
ginning December 19th. God gave us victory. Deep
conviction was upon the people, and a few prayed
through until they struck fire and were saved and
sanctified. God gave power and liberty in preach
ing holiness. After the first three nights of the
meeting, the editor of the town paper and a mem
ber of the dancing club kindly informed us that
they welcomed us to town but did not sanction
our crossing the opinions of the people of Monte
zuma. An infidel made it his business to try to
break-up the meeting and to convert the people to
his view; but God gave • us the words to silence
him and the people laughed him to scorn. We had
for our co-laborer, Rev. H. J. Beaver, who preached
holiness with power sent down from above, and my
sister Effie rendered valuable service at the piano.
We were entertained at the home of Brother and
Sister J. A. Woods. There are a few folks at
Montezuma who know how to pray the fire down.
God bless them ! There is a good prospect for an
other Nazarene church in the near future. We re
turned to Hutchinson, where we expect to resume
our school work at K. H. C.—Arthur A. Miller.
- • SPRINGVALLEY,
~
Our pastor, Rev. E. J. Marvin (also District
Superintendent), resigned his pastorate .January
1st, and is now holding special meeting at Beacon,
N. Y. He expects to visit our churches at Syra
cuse, N. Y., and Danbury, Conn., and will then
locate at Mt. Vernon, N.Y. God has greatly
blessed his ministry while here. Some have been
saved and sanctified, and the church edified and
established in the faith. Through a series of provi
dences we secured O. W. Waltz, a late graduate
of Illinois Holiness University, and we feel God is
in his coming among us at this time. He will take
a short course of study at Columbia University.
Our Sunday school is growing and our means of
grace are well attended and spiritual. Finances
are in good condition. The future is as bright as
the promise of God. The Advisory Board of the
New York District has accepted the invitation of
the Danbury, Conn., church to entertain the next
District Assembly, contingent on their being able
to furnish a suitable building in case the church
they expect to build is not finished in time.—W. A.
White, Secretary Advisory Board.

LOWELt, MASS.
We are still praising God. His presence is with
us in Pentecostal power. We held a three weeks’
meeting in December, in which God used Mrs.
Ellis, our evangelist, in a wonderful way, preach
ing and singing the straight Gospel. We had
nearly 100 seekers; fifty professed conversion, fif
teen backsliders were reclaimed, and quite a num
ber sanctified. The fire and power filled many of
our members. The meetings keep up with good
interest; seekers every week, with blessed results.
We have the old-time power of our fathers with
us The Sabbath school is increasing continually.
Finances are good. We had a most glorious day Jan
uary 3d ; forty-one united with the church—largest
number that have joined at any one time in the
history of the church. Some were by letter, but
most were by profession. They were all the way
from five years of age to ninety-five. The aged lady.
Sister Bears, and Brother Bears and wife and
daughter united by letter. How the fire did fall!
The whole congregation marched around and
greeted them. Sister Lula Barnard sang "Oh!
how marvelous; oh! how wonderful." We believe
a mighty revival is to be with us al! winter. It
will continue by prevailing prayer and hard work.
Brother Norberry was with us a few days, and

preached twice with unction and power. Brother
Beers, our associate pastor, is liked much, and is
working hard. God bless him! Glory to God for
the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene! May
God keep her full of holy fire!—Rev. A. B. Riggs.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
Soon after coming here the Lord helped us to
get started on building a parsonage, which was
very much needed. We will have it ready to move
into about February 1st. It is a fine, modern, sixroom bungalow, with large basement. A two
weeks’ meeting was held just before Christmas
which wife and I conducted. A few prayed through.
The weather was cold and stormy during the entire
meeting, the mercury going as low as 22 below zero
part of the time, hence the crowds were not large.
Have taken seven good clean people into the church
who are standing by the work, and others are look
ing our way.—S. M. Lehman.

greatest sermons, "The Second Coming of Jesus”
and "The Unpardonable Sin." A welcome to all’
—B. F. Pritchett.
_
VILONIA, ARK.
These are great days of victory at the Arkansas
Holiness College, in the midst of our mid-winter
meeting. Truly God is putting His seal on the
services; souls praying through at every service.
Yesterday was^ the most wonderful day of
life. The service started at 10 o’clock in the
morning and ran until G in the evening. We had a
30-minute intermission and started again, runniDg
all night, until 8 o’clock this morning. This is a
real going down before God and praying through.
Truly Pentecost is coming on us here. We ha(]
intended to have Brother Jeffries hold the meet
ing, but on account of the hard times felt we were
not able to have him come ; so the writer is doing
the preaching, and God is blessing the truth, and
taking it home to hearts.—A. F. Daniel, Pastor.

CULLMAN, ALA.
TOPEKA, KAS.
Since taking charge of the Nazarene church here
We are holding a few days’ meeting at present
in Cullma-i county, our God has graciously blessed
us in our labors of love for Him. Last Sunday, The Lord has been greatly blessing the young
January 10th, was a grand day. The Lord gave people of the church. They are under a burden for
great liberty iu preaching the word and one precious the salvation of souls, and several have been clearly
soul was saved, another one coming forward seeking reclaimed or sanctified in these services. Wo have
holiness. The power of God came down upon the had some of the brethren to preach as we could got
saints, and we shouted and leaped for real joy. them, and I have been doing part of the preach
We have an interesting Sunday school, mid-week ing. I received a young man into the church
prayer meeting, and preaching twice a month. We Sunday’ evening, cne of the city teachers, and there
are others contemplating such step.—James J.
have adopted the envelope system for raising money
for missions and some seem to take quite an in Ballin geb.
terest in the plan. We also are circulating our
\
NAUVOO, ALA.
missionary paper, Tre Pju®b .Supp.apwnzj>pr ■“' The cliurch at Nauvoo, Ala., is planning^for
people and feel like results will surely foHbw. These special services, January 23d to 26th. Pastor
are the busiest days of my life, and I might also C. C. Butler and Dist. Supt. C. H. Lancaster will
say the happiest. Besides pastoring the little be present. January 24th is the pastor’s regular
church here, serving as District Missionary’ Treas day, so all members are requested to be present
urer, secretary of Sunday school, and also a
Sacramental service will be held at night. Let every
teacher, I do all my housework, care for three one
expect a good day for Sunday. Brother Lan
rosy, romping boys, and never miss a service. To caster
continue over Tuesday’ night with the
God be all the glory! who daily loadeth us with church.will
—C. C. Butler, Pastor.
benefits.—Mrs. C. H. Lancaster.
HILLSBORO, TEXAS
MORRILLTON, ARK.
The new year starts out in a blaze of glory. We
We closed our holiday meeting last night. Several
prayed through and got saved or sanctified. Three had a great time in our watch-night meeting. The
choice folks united with the church. It was truly past week or ten days has been a great time of
marvelous how God set His seal on their coming VictoryT quite 'a “number'have prayed “through lb'
with us. We were fortunate at this time to have God, and conviction is very deep. Our District
Superintendent, Rev. J. C. Henson, has just paid
with us a few days our District Superintendent,
Brother Haynie. He proved a great blessing to us the church his annual visit, and we had a great
with his earnest, fearless, and uncompromising time. Brother Henson endeared himself to the
messages. We need more such men in the Naza Hillsboro church. We love him, and are sore
rene Church. The churches on the Arkansas Dis he is the right man for the place. .The church
trict should stand by this godly mhn with their here is in the most prosperous condition of its
means. We will lay' the cornerstone of a new six- history. We have a band of godly men and women
room parsonage soon. — C. Preston Roberts, who are not afraid to sacrifice to make the work
go, and we expect to make this the greatest year of
Pastor.
our lives.—James N. Cooper, 404 West Walnut
KOKOMO, IND.
Street, Hillsboro, Texas.
We have just cloeed a meeting here with blessed
NEWPORT, KY.
results; fifty-six bowed at the altar, and nearly all
came through with shining faces. Some were sanc
Rev. W. H. Bryan has just closed a revival at
tified and some were healed. There is no Nazarene this place, in which seventy-six souls were saved,
church here, but the Lord opened a door at the and some of these were sanctified. This is the first
mission hall for us. Sister Cook is in charge of the real, soul-searching revival that has been held in
mission. There is a good field for a Nazarene Newport for many years. But this is not the end
church here. I found some folks who have joined of the revival, for there are people still under con
other churches, but are willing to come back home.
viction, and we are expecting to see many others
One sister said she was praying hard for a home saved. Brother Bryan came to us from Manches
church.—Martin Barnhart.
ter, Ohio, where he held a revival in which 100
were saved. He started a Nazarene church and
COLORADO SPRINGS, CQLO.
went to work and raised the money and bought a
I was called to this pastorate upon the resig church and turned it over to the Nazarenes. We
nation of Brother J. M. Cole, last September. have already taken into the church here thirteen
Since then the church has made progress toward members, and have the names of that many more
deeper and better things. God has given us some who will soon unite with us. We have had quite
souls, and we believe we are on the verge of a great an addition to the Sunday school. If any of you
meeting. There is perfect harmony among the need the services of an evangelist, you will not
members, and we feel like when the time comes for make any mistake in getting the services of Brother
the assault on the enemy every person will be in W. H. Bryan. There is a good outlook for the
his place. Brother and Sister Arthur Boicourt First Church of the Nazarene, at 210 West Seventh
have returned from Ottumwa, Iowa, and are a Street, Newport, Ky.—M. B. Tales.
great help and blessing. Sunday, January 3d, was
a great day with us. The sacrament of the Lord’s
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO
Supper was observed with much blessing from
We are most comfortably located in our new
above, after which Rev. G. W. Spell, of Texas,
preached a powerful sermon on "Ye are the sal£ of church on North Tenth St. We purchased a
the earth.’.’ Five seekers crowned the service.— ing and remodeled it so it will seat about 200
people. We held Sur first service Sabbath morning.
R. J. Plumb.
January 3, 1915. On the 7th, we began protracted
SHERMAN, TEXAS
meetings. A half-dozen souls have been at the
altar
since the beginning. A sister was blessedly
We will begin a series of evangelistic services
on the third Sunday, and continue ten days, preach sanctified at the parsonage Monday afternoon, and
ing to be by the pastor. These services will be five others are seeking the experience. Brother Bad
continued by a fifth Sunday rally. A number of Robinson will be with us the last two weeks of
preachers and workers 8 re expected. Free enter February. Many are planning to come from a
tainment will be provided for all. Rev. A. G. distance, both ministers and laity. Let all who art
Jeffries will be in charge. Sunday, at 11 a. m. and near come, and help push the battle.—Harry H.
1
7 p. m., Brother Jeffries will deliver two of his Lee, Pastor.
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FITHIAN, ILL.
The revival, which has been in progress at the
Httle church, closed Sunday, January 10th, with
the smile of God upon the work. Souls were at the
gltar at all three services of the last day. Some
gfty knelt at the altar, and were saved or sanc
tified, or both. Several have requested to united
^ith the church, and plans hiMrvf been arranged to
take them in on January 17th, at which time Pres.
& P. Ellyson, of Olivet, Ill., will be with us. God
haa truly helped the little flock at Fithian.
Brothers Lewis and Matthews were the evangelists
in charge. Truly God is with these brethren in
preaching the whole Gospel. They preach without
fear or favor, yet in a way that souls get hungry
for old-time Bible salvation. Through their minis
try, in song and preaching the plain Word of God,
they woo
confidence of the people, and the
people came in great numbers and listened to the
Word gladly. While all the saints were tired in
body, with the long siege, all seemed sorry to see
the meeting close. We are glorying and expecting
to keep a continuous revival on the little church.
To any one wishing a Holy Ghost revival we can
heartily recommend these brethren.—Repobteb.
RIVERA (NOW RANCHITO)
This church has had quite a transformation dur
ing the holiday season. Besides the blessing of the
Lord being with us in a spiritual sense, we have
been enabled to secure a church property, valued at
the least at $2,000, which we have been very much
in need of and which will enable the church to
more fully meet the needs of the community. By
the kindness of Brother J. P. Walker, of Pasadena,
we were given a fine lot, and by the generous
donations yf Brother E. F. Sherman, E. F. Char
nock, and others, we were enabled to purchase a
fully-furnished Presbyterian church building and
have it moved a distance of two miles to our lot.
This building was rededicated on January 2d.
Doctor Bresee was with us and preached a very
effective sermon, with Brother Wilde singing in
his unctuous manner. All the money but about
|150 has been pledged, and we are looking forward
to a great gracious season of revival in the near
future. The children’s Christmas service was a
precious season, and the pastor and family were
made happy by a gift of money and also a large
box of good-things for the inner man. We are
doing some little for foreign missions, both in the
Sunday’ school and church. We have changed the
name of our church to “Ranchito,” instead of
Rivera, as we are located in the Ranchito District.
New people are coming to the services, and we are
pushing for souls all the time.—R. Pierce.
ELTON, WIS.
We had a very good meeting at Sidney, Ill.
Some were converted or reclaimed, and about six
teen sanctified- wholly. Brother Sapp was going
on with the meeting, and we trust to hear a good
report from him later. In Chicago, my pocket was
picked, and I lost nearly $27 and the key to my
typewriter and suitcase; so I was left in Chicago
without a cent, and did not belong to any lodge.
But I got the money to come home on from Brother
A. G. Crockett, assistant pastor of our Chicago
First Church, and did not have to ride a goat to
t^t it. I will be ip mission work here for a while.
—B. T. Flanery.
LEAD HILL, ARK.
Brother A. F. Daniels, formerly of Ada., Okla.,
now at Vilonia, Ark., held a mid-winter meeting at
this place and organized a Pentecostal Church of
pie Nazarene with seven members. We are expect
ing great things here in the name of the Ix>rd. We
need your prayers. Holiness is opposed very hard
“ere-—Paul Mobrow, Pastor.

FRANCIS, OKLA.
Our work here is moving on. The crowds are
■arg?; sometimes the building is filled to the utmost
capacity. I organized a Sunday school yesterday,
with forty-four enrolled. We are expecting to
’well the roll to 100 in two weeks. God’s blessing
>8 on us here. We expect to organize a church here
We have engaged Misses Dameron and
Verner to bring the Gospel in song for us. We
expecting great things from our King.—S. C.
Futciiett.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
pod is blessing in many ways. We have a
sithful few who know how to help their pastor
when the load is heavy. We are moving on
*ith a steady trend, trusting the God of all grace.
nave heard of a city up in the sky, and I have
torted to make it my hc^ne. Any one desiring my
in meetings may write me at 7405-a Lohmeyer
Maplewood, St. Louis, Mo., as I am ready to
**<*>*6 calls.—Bebtka Gilbert Crow.
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Jesus said. Go ye into all the world (including Mexico) and preach the
Gospel to every creature. This command is to every Christian, and
somehow we must go. The Publishing House of the Pentecostal Church
of the Nazarene Is doing all it can to help you fulfill your Lord’s com
mand. We herewith present a plan whereby you can Send a Missionary
to Mexico or South America for ONE CENT! By our plan you can
know just what every penny we are asking you for will accomplish.
The great mass of the Spanish speaking people on the American
continent have never had the Gospel. We propose to make it easy
for you to send it to many. We want to publish an edition of
One Hundred Thousand Copies of the Gospel of John in the
Spanish language, and have them ready to send into Mexico
as the missionaries resume their work there. This will re
quire a fund of ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS. We would like to have this amount sub
scribed by persons who will either give or earn the amounts they subscribe without in
any way diminishing their regular contributions to their church missions. Some can do
a little extra work, others can practice a little self-denial to contribute to this fund.

Are
You
Going?

$1,000 Wanted for 100,000 Gospels
Remember, every penny means one copy of the Gospel for some poor soul who has
never before read it. What a magnificent opportunity to glorify Jesus and be a blessing
to lost and benighted men! Who wouldn't jump at such a chance to send, the Gospel at
such small cost? Some years ago, when a young man was distributing Portuguese
Testaments in South America, he found an old man to whom he gave a copy. As he did

EL EVANGELIC DE NUESTRO SEflOR
JESU CRISTO
BEGUN

SAN JUAN
T^N el principle ya era el Verbo; y el Verbo
era con Dios, y Dios era el VetlxT.---2 Este era en el principo con Dios.
3 Todas las cosas por este fueron hechas;
y sin 61 nada de lo que es hecho, fu6 hecho.
4 En 61 estaba la vida, y la vida era la luz
de los hombres.
5 Y la luz en las tinieblas resplandece; y
las tinieblas no la comprendieron.
6 U Fu6 un hombre enviado de Dios, el cual
se llamaba Juan.
7 Este vino por testimonio, para que diese
testimonio de la Luz, para que por 61 todos
creyesen.
8 El no era la Luz; mas Jud enviado para
que diese testimonio de la Luz.
9 Aquella Palabra era la Luz verdadera,
que alumbra ft todo hombre que viene en este
mundo.
10 En el mundo estaba, y el mundo fu6
hecho por 61, y el mundo no le eonociO.
11 A lo suyo vino; y los suyos no le recibieron.
12 Mas ft todos los que le recibieron, diOles
poder de set hechos hijos de Dios, eato es,
ft los que creen en su nombre:
13 Los cuales no son engendrados de sangres, ni de voluntad de la earne, ni de voluntad de hombre, sino de Dios.
14 Y el Verbo fu6 hecho carne, y habitft
entre nosotros; y vimos su gloria, gloria como del unigftnito del Padre, Ueno de gracia
y de verdad.
15 f Jaun di6 testimonio de 61, y clam6,
diciendo:. Este es del que yo decia : El que
viene en pos de ml, es mayor que yo; porque
es primero que yo.
16 Y de su plentitud tomfimos todos, y
gracia por gracia.

17 5i Porque la ley por Moises fu6 dada ; mas
la gracia y la verdad por Jesu Cristo vinieron.
18 A Dios nadie le vi6 jamas: el unig6nito
Hijo que estft en el seno del Padre, 61 nos le
declarfl. „
16 V Yveste^tcl tetrtimonio de Juan, cuando
los Juoios tnviaron de Jerusalem sacerdotes
y Levitas, que le preguntasen: l Td, quien
eres?
20 Y confess, y no negfl ; mas confesd: Yo
no soy el Cristo.
21 Y le preguntaron : £ Qu6 pues? i Eres
tH Elfas? Dijo: No soy. i Eres tfl el profeta?
Y respondiO: No.
22 Dijftronle pues: £ Qui6n eres? para que
demos respuesta ft los que nos enviaron.
i Qu4 dices de tl mismo ?
23 Dijo: Yo soy la voz del que clama en
el desierto: Enderezfid el camino del Sefior,
como dijo Isafas profeta.
24 Y los que habian sido enviados eran de
los Fariseos.
25 Y preguntflronle, y le dijeron: £ Por qu6
pues bautizas, si td no eres el Cristo, ni
Ellas, ni el profeta?
26 Y Juan les respondiO, diciendo: Yo
bautizo con agua; mas en medio de vosotros
estfi uno, fl quien vosotros no conocftis:
27 Este es el que ha de venir en pos de ml,
el qual es mayor que yo, del cual yo no soy
digno de desatar la correa del zapato.
28 Estas cosas fueron hechas en Betabara
de la otra parte del Jordan, donde Juan bautizaba.
29 U El siguiente dia ve Juan fl. Jesus que
venia ft 61, y dice: He aquf el Cordero de
Dios, que quita el pecado del mundo.
30 Este es del que dije: Tras ml viene un
varon, el cual es mayor que yo; porque era
primero que yo.
31 Y yo no le conocia; mas para que fuese
manifestado A Israel, por eso vine yo bautizando con agua.

Sample pages in Spanish. Composed on our Linotypes.
so, he read John 3: 16: “For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth on him might not perish but have everlasting life.” As the
old man heard it, tears ran down his cheeks. He said: “Read it again." It was read
again; whereupon he said: “Read it again.” The third time it was read, and the old
man exclaimed: “Young man, I have been, waiting for that for elghty-four years!” Then,
fixing his eyes upon the young missionary, he said: “Did your father have that book?
and did his father before him have it?” Upon receiving an affirmative reply, he said:
“Why did not they bring that message to my father and grandfather?"
Sure enough, why didn’t they? when Jesus expressly said, Go ye into jax, the world
and preach the Gospel to every living creature.
What reason can we give for not sending the Gospel to those who sit In darkness?
especially to the millions right at our own door? The sending of one hundred thousand
copies of the Gospel of John is only a beginning of a stream which we expect to see flow
on in ever-Increasing volume until Jesus comes.

One-Tenth Already Subscribed
Who will have the honor of being among the numtfer to send out the first one
hundred thousand.
;
The employees of the Publishing House will furnish the first One Hundred Dollars,
for which we praise the Lord.
We will be glad to hear from individuals or Sunday school classes, or any who will
contribute to this fund. If you set out to earn or save a definite amount towards it,
please let us know at once, as we will only go as fast and as far as the fund will permit.
Send in your contribution. Be sure to state what it is for.

Publishing House of the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene
2109 Troost Ave., Kansas Olty, Mo.
t
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EVANSVILLE/ IND.
This new year finds our little band of firebaptized saints mounting on the top of all opposi
tion and shouting victory through the blood. A
glorious revival is on at the little brick church
on the corner. Brother Akers and wife are bold
soldiers of the cross, and we purpose by the grace
of Almighty God to rally round them and help
them to hold up the blood-stained banner of Christ
until many souls are liberated from sin. The Lord
has enabled us to make another payment on our
church. The young people's meetings are an inspir
ation to the pilgrims.—Belle Snyder, Deaconess.

NORTH HOPE, MICH.
The fire is still burning, and seekers are coming
to the altar at our regular services. Our Sunday
schools at both appointments are growing. The
teachers, although all are young in the work, are
doing finely. Yesterday we had a blessed service at
the Log Schoolhouse — a real heart-sehrehing time.
A young mother started out for Canaan. We have
elected our officers and teachers, and have started
out in a fine spirit. Our little company at Lui man,
came a cold ten-mile drive in sleighs with a nice
donation 6f provisions. We are expecting Brother
McDougle here today to begin revival services with
Brother Clark in the Nazarene church.—A. H.
Levely, Evangelist.

HICO, TEXAS
God. has given us a great blessing during the
holidays. Brother P. G. Shaw, from McKinney,
came down and began preaching Christmas night.
On Sunday night the fire began falling, and two
backsliders ^Vere reclaimed. From that on through
the meeting it was one wave of glory after another,
until fifteen or twenty souls were brought to God,
and the little Congregational Methodist church
built up. We Nazarenes fell in line and helped
push the battle. As we were singing the last song,
the power fell, and a lady back in the congregation
was reclaimed, and as she broke out shouting, the
congregation caught on fire again. Hall’s chapel
has the finest band of workers I ever saw.—A. C.
Williams.
IOLA, KAS.
The Lord is blessing us here, and we are march
ing on to victory, even though the outward circum
stances have been discouraging. We had a good
time at our meeting last Sunday afternoon. There
were three forward for prayer, .and two of that
number prayed through. On Monday one man
came to the parsonage to get sanctified. Rev. J. T.
Hatfield is holding a meeting at the present time
in the Methodist Episcopal church.
A few
folks are getting through, while the majority of
the people have their bristles up, and are putting
up a strong fight. God is honoring the Word, One
young man whose parents are members of the Naza
rene church here, was at the meeting one night,
and got so under conviction that he couldn’t sleep.
About 12 o’clock his father came to the parsonage
and called me out of bed to pray for him, and
about 12:20 a. m. he found God. This meeting
promises to stir Iola as she has never been stirred.
We had three unite with the church during the
Cain meeting.—C. L. and Mbs. Calhoon, Pastors.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Rev. J. B. Kendell, of Wilmore, Ky., is holding
a successful revival in Grace Methodist church. A
large number of seekers have been converted, and
several sanctified wholly.
FARMINGTON, N.MEX.
We are still in the battle for the Lord, and
victory is perched on our banners. We held a two
weeks’ meeting in Farmington, N. Mex., in which
the saints were blessed and some got a better ex
perience. Conviction was on the people, but we
were compelled to close on account of local difficul
ties. We feel that a four or five weeks’ meeting
here would result in a great victory for God. I was
assisted in this meeting by Rev. G. A. Compton
and son, and Brother and Sister Vernon, who ate
preachers, singers, and musicians. Rev. G. A.
Compton was my co-laborer in a meeting at Kline,
Colo., which was a glorious victory. There were
a number at the altar and most all came through
with a shout. We closed by organizing a Church
of the Nazarene with fifteen members, and three of
these were preachers who enme to us from the Free
Methodist Church. God is doing great things for
us here in this mountain country.—T. D. Baffell.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.
NAZAHKNE mission

These are genuine revival days at the Nazarene
East Fifth Street mission. The past six weeks

have been especially wonderful and blessed of God,
and we are having a real revival of old-time sal
vation, with very gracious results. Last month
more than 200 seekers were at the altar, and
nearly all of them strangers. Most of. them gave
good evidence of having prayed through to victory,
and we are having a continuous shout in the camp.
The folks are coming to God with deep conviction,
and many of them making heavy restitution and
deep confessions and real surrenders. In some
cases they are facing the penitentiary, and paying
up old, outlawed debts and asking forgiveness of
enemies, in order to get right with God. A number
of young men have been called, into, service for the
Master. The testimonies of the converts are so
inspiring and glorious that we can often dispense
with the regular preaching. We have street meet
ings every night and have opportunity of reach
ing many. The attendance and offerings are in
creasing, and we are having powerful prayer meet
ings every day between 12, and 1 o’clock. We arc
happy on the’way and rejoicing in His service —
expecting and praying for greater things. On wifh
the battle!—Phoebe and J. F. Sanders. '
SARAGOSA, TEXAS
God is with us and blessing our souls and bless
ing our labors for Him. The first part of Decem
ber we left home in company with Brother and
Sister Gregory, of Roby, in their automobile, for
Phoenix, Ariz., to spend the winter months in
gospel work in that bright, sunny climate. We
went from Sweetwater to Roswell, N. Mex., and
meant to go from there to El Paso, Texas,’ by the
mountain route, and from there on to Phoenix. *Wt*
got into Roswell late one evening, and the next
morning it began to snow. ’ The snow became so
deep in the mountains that it was impossible for us
to get through, so we spent Sunday and till Wed
nesday there in Roswell. We assisted in a newlystarted city mission, where we. found a consecrated
band of workers doing all they could' to reach
the lost. God gave us some souls while we were
there. When we left there-we started southward,
and after two days of cold and Wind we arrived in
Pecos, Texas, and from there we came forty miles
south to Balmorhea, in this beautiful Toyah valley.
Husband and Brother and Sister L. A. Dodson had
held a meeting there in August of 1914, and God
gave them a good meeting. When we came we
found the good remaining. We got here Saturday
before Christmas and started on Sunday to hold
a Christmas meeting. The Presbyterians gave us
the use of their neat little church, and God blessed
from the first service. Thirty or forty got to God,
either for pardon or purity. I don’t think I was
ever in a meeting where there was more confess
ing and making wrongs right, and fixing up with
man in order to get right with God. Some busi
ness men and heads of families who had never
been converted got saved, and many family altars
were erected. The pastor of the Southern Metho
dist church was sanctified, and a Free Methodist
preacher, who had been a backslider for years,
got back to God, and then got sanctified, preaching
for us before the meeting was over. We were enter
tained in a home of our own while there, rented
furnished by the dear Balmorhea people, and our
every need was bountifully supplied. While there
husband held a meeting for men only, and I held
one for women, and it resulted in the men giving
a car of alfalfa hay and the women two nice boxre
of clothing to Rest Cottage and Orphanage, at
Pilot Point, Texas, From Balmorhea we came to
this place, a small town six miles distant, and
began last Sunday morning in the Methodist
church. God is blessing and souls are seeking Him.
We are expecting greater things. We are living in
a nicely-furnished cottage, and the dear people are
bringing us more nice things to eat than we can
make use of. Don’t know just how long we will
be here, but till Jesus says it is enough. We are
thinking of going from here to the mountains of
northern New Mexico and Colorado.—H. C. and
Mary Lee Cagle
DECATUR, ILL.
Again we report victory in this live Nazarene
church. There were four seekers at the altar on
Tuesday night at prayer meeting, and all prayed
through. One of these was the foreman in a Mg
factory. He prayed for/ two hours without ceas
ing, then threw away bis lodge pin and cigarettes,
promised God that he would make some other
things right, and. at 11 o’clock he struck fire. He
shouted his way home. At the close of a Board
meeting recently ye raised $570 in pledges on our
church debt. Our cottage prayer meeting has a
usual attendance of sixty. We have received
twenty-five’ new members since Assembly. Our
Sunday school ‘now numbers 109. The pastor is
suffering a nervous breakdown, but Is enjoying
perfect health in his soul.—L. G. Milky, Pastor.

Deathj N otices
Parslow— Mrs. Louisa Pars low was born in Ger
many, Nov. 24, 1840, and departed this life Dec io
1914, baring lived In Ashland, Ore., twelve years.’
She was a charter member of the Ashland chur h
having been converted during Brother R. Pierced
meetings in the little mission on North Main Streit
She was a woman of simple faith, and easily yh-uiM
to the Spirit. She was always ready with a
testimony to th© saving and sanctifying power nf
Jesus. Funeral services were held Ln the Nazareno
church, conducted by Rev. Scott Childs and Vn
Crooks.—Mrs. S. B. Stoner.
’
Gould — On the night of December Sth our little
Pearlie Gould went to be with Jesus. We can trni,
say He doeth all things well. Bed-ridden for life bi
curvature of the spine, yet her life was an insnir
atlon to all who knew her. She was soundly con
verted at the age of sixteen years, and some time
later was sanctified wholly. Since that time none
ever visited her room without receiving a inessaze
from the Scripture or hearing her bear testiumnv in
the keeping power of God with joyfulness. Peooh
from far and near, and from every walk of life, haTi
vlsitefl her during these years, and have felt the
influence of this life so consecrated to Christ her
Savior.—L Henderson, pastor.
r
Hensley — E. D. Hensley was born Ln Alabama in
1850; was converted at the age of thirty, and unltXi
the Baptist church. On the night of November
20th he heard the voice of Him who said. “Coim- unto
me all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and i
will give you rest” He would often speak of hl*
willingness to go, but never complained. He Was
a loving busband, a devoted father, a model Chru.
tian, and a friend to all In need. While he never
united with the Nazarene Church, his house has lone
been the home of holiness evangelists, and enforeJ
by many.—Hawkins Ritter.
•
"
Polk— Robert Polk. Sr., was bom In London
derry, Ireland, June 24, 1828, and died Nov. is ion
S?8
life,-was sanctlfled three
years age* a nd Turned the Pentecostal Church of the
Nazarene, at Mansfield, Ill. He was a faithful mem
ber, and triumphantly passed to his reward, testiTying to the last of God’s sanctifying power, and
rejoicing in hope of soon seeing Jesus. His remains,
were 111 tO TeSt ln
Grove cemetery, Parmer

Darling—There passed peacefully away on Novem
ber 30th, Sister Viola Darling, mother of Rev. L. E
Darling. Her illness was brief, as she attended both
services in the church on Sunday, November 22d
apparently in the best of health. She was held In the
highest esteem by all who knew her. She was a
godly, devoted mother, and took a deep interest Ln
all church matters, being one of the charter mem
bers of the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene. She
died bearing testimony to the experience of n clean
heart. The funeral service was held at the church,
by the pastor.—J. Howse, pastor.
Buffington— Abraham Columbus Buffington w«
born March 15. 1820, In Virginia. -hn(F died at Lor
Angeles, Cal., Dec. 29, 1914. Until sixteen years of
age he resided at Buffington, Ireland, Ohio, from
where he removed to Iowa. In 1849 he started for
California, arriving after nine months of travel, only
three of the twenty wagons getting through, a num
ber of the company having been killed by the
Indians. He resided in northern California for same
yea nr, where he married Miss Mary Elizabeth Cham
berlain, after which he moved to San Louis Obispo
county, removing from there to Southern Californh
about thirty years ago, where he has since re
sided. He was converted in early youth, and be
became a Nazarene in the early days of the chur-h.
of which he was an earnest, loyal member until be
age he resided at Buffington, Ireland Co., Ohio, from
Unseen Holy.—P. F. B.
Pence—James M. Pence was born in Edgar countr.
Illinois, Dec. 12, 1836, and died at Los Angele*. Cal.
Jan. 3, 1915. His childhood and early manhood was,
lived near Martinsville, Ill. He served the nation as
a soldier during the war. On Dec. 24, 1865 he wm
married to Miss Cornelia E. Coykendall. After ISil
his home was in the west—Kansas. Nebraska.
Washington, and California.
He was. converts!
when about forty years of age. Some time after be
came into the blessing of entire sanctification. Be
united with the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene
In/its early history, of which he was a most enthu
siastic member to the end of the journey. Re died
in great triumph. For some years it was his con
stant business to commit to memory the Word of
the Lord and hold his ear to hear the dlrine
messages.—P. F. B.
Amw — Mrs. Jane Lucy Ames, known as “Mother
Ames.” arrived at the City of Gold, WednesdH
morning, October 6tb, about 6 o’clock a. m. She
was born Oct 3L 1831, making her 83 years of
when she went home. As a child and young womH
she was deeply religious, but in later years was lea
astray by New Thought, Rueselllam, Christian
Science, and kindred cults. Three or four years
at the great Nazarene campmeeting at Pasadena, sbj
was gloriously restored to her childhood faith, anj
ehouted for joy. She was burled from our Firn
Church. Pasadena, Rev. C. E. Cornell In charge.
sisted by the pastor. Rev. A O. Henrlcks.
Jones — Mrs. W. B. Jones, of Paso Robles, Cah
went to be with Jesus on Christmas day, nt 5:?:
p. m. We would Jove to get letters from our ow
friends In Texas who may read this.—W. B. JoneLittle— On Sunday morning, Nov. 15, 10H.
death angel claimed from the home of our below®
Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Little, of Newberg. Ore..
;
little boy, John Wallace, after a very^brlef illn***
of acute congestion of the lungs. He had been
ing for a few days, but on Saturday evening soeme"
Improved, sitting for a while in bls father's U>.
After nutting him to bed. they were awakened w
find him in convulsions, from whi h he never re
gained consciousness.—Mrs. DeLance Wallace.
Phelps— Clement Phelps/ an elder of the Fir<
Pentecostal Church, of the Nazarene. Seattle, It**®;
went to be with Jesus Sept. 23. 1914. He wn« '^2
In Illinois, Nov. 22, 1839. He was converted wb*
seventeen years of age. After his return from **
war he joined the .Free W1J] Baptist Church. J
Oklahoma, where he received his call to pleach.
was an ordained minister'In that church until £
united with the Nazarene Church.
He came w'
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In November, 190S, he attended a
meeting held in Seattie by Seth C. Rees, uud was
Snctitfed wholly. At the Hose of the meeting he
Clth others Joined the' Pentecostal Church of the
Nazarene. As the time of bls departure drew near
he begun shouting praises to God, and after a season
of shouting he spent the remainder of his conscious
moments praying for people blinded by sin. He
leaves to mourn his loss his wife and one daughter,
of Seattle, Wash.—Lewis I. Hadley, pastor.
Stephens — Mrs. Martha Stephens was born in
Sherbrooke, Province of Quebec, Canada, Oct. 16,
1S44. Her maiden name was Martha Brown. At
the age of seventeen years she was converted. and
became a devoted member of the Congregational
Church of which her father was a deacon. At the
age of twenty-three she was married to Charles
Stephens and made her home in Bradford, Vt In the
course of three years she was left a widow, with
two little daughters dependent u^on her care. These
daughters she raised with motherly devotion, till
they In turn took her into their .own homes to live.
The older daughter passed away some eighteen
years ago, and Mrs. Stephens came and made her
home with her younger daughter, Mrs. C. J. Kinne,
with whom she has lived till her decease. These
have been mostly years of increasing feebleness, and
In her later years she has been unable to attend
public services of the sanctuary. But She has been
during all these years a great lover of the promises
of God’s Word, and especially of the old gospel
hymns. As her last days drew near, and she real
ized that she would soon pass out to try the reali
ties, of eternity, her faith held .flrm to tne Rock of
Ages in the cleft of which was her hope and pea.e.
In this faith she fell peacefully asleep in Jesus.
Monday morning, Oct. 26, 1914. "Blessed are the
dead that die in the Lord,” salth the Scriptures.
And again, “Precious in the eyes of the Lord is the
death of his saints" (Psa. 116: 15).
Mudgett— Channing 8. Mudgett, one of the char
ter members of the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene, at Morrisville, Vt., went from us to the
Rloryland, Oct. 23, 1014. He was born ,ln Georgia,
vt, August 22, 1856, and united in marriage with
Hannah F. Gallup, Nov. 15, 1877. His widow and one
daughter, Mrs. Fred S. Carey, survive him. He was
a very sweet-spirited, devoted Christian and greatly
beloved by all. His loss Is keenly felt by the entire
church.—Mary A. Custance.
Marsh — Boyd Marsh was born at Corydon, Pa..
Dec. 10, 1853, died Sept. 20, 1914, at the age of' sixty
years. He was married to Ellen J. Merlhew, Sept.
28, 1881; of this union four children were born. He
U survived by his wife and three children., all of
whom are members of the Pentecostal Church of the
Nazarene, of which he himself was a devoted mem
ber. Brother Marsh was converted about twenty
years ago, and was sanctified wholly during the
flrst campmeeting in Lacey’s Orchard, under the
ministry of Rev. L. M. Williams. Funeral services
were conducted by his pastor.—John Gould.
Wood—Ada Beshurs was born June 16, 1883, in
Saline County, Arkansas; was married to Elzle
Wood, August, 1903. Sister Wood was one of the
most beautiful Christian characters I have ever
®et Her life was one of suffering, but she was a
devoted wife and mother, never complaining or mur“nfag. She died July 22, 1914.—B. H. Haynie, Diet.
Hu pt.
WiHiams— James Ezra Williams was born May
10, 1845, In Luzerne county, Pennsylvania, and died
In Ontario, Cal., Sept. 29, 1914. His early life was
spent with his parents In Pennsylvania until he
moved to Missouri In 1968. He lived there two years,
moved to Kansas, then came to Ontario In 1905,
where he has since resided and from which he
ascended to glory. He was a man greatly respected
by all who knew him. His trust was in God, his
faith was unwavering. *He was married to Miss
Mayetta Shlrer March 17, 1868, in Pennsylvania. To
this union was born six children. He was converted
nineteen years ago, and had attended the Nazarene
eburch since coming to Ontario. The funeral service
was held at J. B. Draper’s undertaking parlors,
conducted by his pastor, Charles W. Griffin, assisted
by Rev. Richard Gano.—-C. W. Griffin.
w Martin—Rev. J. EL Martin was born in Lisbon,
N. Y., June 6, 1867, and was married to Mary A. Fick,
of Bridgewater. 8. D., -Oct.-31, 1886. To this union
was born eight childrok, Mx of whom are living.
Brother Martin was converted In January,
under the labors of Iter. Ci P. Prine, of Velva, N. D..
and felt at once the onM 6* God to breach the gospel
of full salvation, and tmf aMWtlk« following his con
version was appointed puter of the Pentecostal
Church of the NazaWte STPgrgva Falls, Minn, re
maining a faithful akd fend paetor of that congre£*tlon until the time of bio tooth. At the time of
bib Illness he was flttite W •
of worship doing
ordinary labor 4nth bln own hands, besides
spittle In 1006.
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laboring to support his family. The Sabbath before
his death he arose from his sick bed and went before
his congregation and preached a very effective
sermon irom Proverbs 14: 12. He took to his bed
immediately following this service, was removed to
the Wright hospital Wednesday morning, and after
undergoing an operation for appendicitis, regained
consciousness so that he was able to converse. He
gave testimony of triumphant victory, and on the
following day. Nov. 19, 1914, with the shouts of
praise on his lips to the very last, passed triumph
antly from earthly scenes to Joys eternal at the
Master’s right hand. The funeral was conducted nt
the home of the departed, Nov. 22, 1914, where a
very large congregation of friends and neighbors met
and afterward followed the remains to their last
resting place.—O. E. McCracken,

preachers, calls them into special fields of
service (Ez. 1:3; 3:14, 22; 8:1; 33:22 ; 37:1;
40:1).
10. God’s hand shapes human lives and
rules the destiny of nations (2 Chr. 30:12;
Prov. 21:1; Eccl. 9:1; Is. 64:8; Jer. 18:6;
Dan. 4:35).
11. God’s hand created the world and toys
with the elements of nature (Job 38:4; Ps.
102:25; 104:1-5; Prov. 30:4; Is. 40:12; 48:13).
12. _ At God’s right hand in heaven Jesus
sits forevermore to make intercession for those
who love God and are called according to His
purpose (Matt. 22:44; Mk. 14:62; 16:19; Acts
7:55; Rom. 8:34; Eph. 1:20; Col. 3:1; Heb.
8:1; 10:12; 12:2; 1 Pet. 3.22).
How precious are God’s promises 1 After
looking up the foregoing passages, one feels,
with David, like he could run through a troop
and leap over a wall. Truly, it is God, the
Almighty One, that girdeth us with strenj^th
and maketh our way perfect. He maketh (Jtlr
feet like hinds’ feet, and setteth us upon high
places. He teacheth our hands to war so that
a bow of steel is broken by our arms. He also
giveth us the shield of His salvation; His
right hand holdeth us up, and His gentleness
maketh us great (Ps. 18:29-35). Amen! We
are very small, but our God is exceeding great.
He is almighty, all-powerful, the great I Am.
Blessed are all they that put their trust- in
Him.

IDAHO-OREGON
HABSY HAYS---------- ------------------------- Nampa, Idaho

The Almighty God
(Continued from page seven)

9-10; Ps. 89:20-21; Lu. 1:60; Acts 11:21).
5. God’s right hand exalts His servants and
rewards those whom He has chosen (Ps. 80:
15, 17; Acts 2:33; Phil. 2:9).
6. God’s right hand protects His people and
strengthens and upholds those who trust in
Him (Ex. 33:22; Ps. 18:35; 63:8; 73:23; 89:
21; 139:10; Ie. 41:10; 49:2; 51:5, 16; 52:
9-10).
7. God’s hand provides bountifully for the
needs of His children (Job 2:10; Eccl. 2:24;
Ps. 10:11 ; Dan. 5:23).
8. God’s hand leads His people, like a
shepherd leads his flock (Ps. 95 :7; 80 :1; Is.
63:12; 40:11).
9. God’s hand, laid upon prophets and
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2,500 New Subscribers
to the Herald of Holiness
ITH the issue of April 7th. the Herald of day school superintendent in the church would join
Holiness will complete its third year. It in the movement and make it a business to see that
seems to the publishers that the church could very every member has the paper, the task could readily
profitably celebrate the event by uniting in a general be accomplished and we would receive the 2^500 new
campaign to secure new subscribers enough so that the subscribers by April 1st. Will we do it?
subscription list might keep pace with the growth of
Superintendents, Pastors, Deaconesses,
the church.
To do this will require twenty-five
and Sunday School
hundred new subscribers.
Superintendents,
No doubt you are as
tonished to learn this. It
the answer is for you.
A constant reader of the
is a painful, but to us not
There is no argument nec
a surprising fact. It is a
essary to show that we
church
paper—
condition which is per
ought to dp^it, gr^t^at jt ci
fectly logical. During the
can be done. No special
Will be a better Christian.
early history of oifr
effort, ought to be needed
Will be a better advocate of holi
church paper, a goodly
to enlist every one in the
ness.
number of our pastors and
work. It is your duty to
Will be a greater help to his pastor.
a few of our evangelists
God, your obligation to
really worked at the job
the church,, and you owe
Will be a more liberal giver.
of circulating the paper.
it to those over whom the
Will be a better Sunday school
It seems that when they
Holy Ghost has made you
teacher.
thought it was well started
overseer to care for their .
Will be a better soul winner.
a large portion of them
spiritual interests.
relaxed their efforts and
Will be more interested in missions.
You can accomplish
immediately the effect was
Will
be
more
interested
in
holiness
more by putting the
apparent on the subscrip
church paper into their
schools.
tion list. We get many
homes than by any other
Will
be
more
of
a
blessing
to
his
letters from ministers and
one act of pastoral atten
neighbor.
laymen (and not a few
tion you can give them.
from those outside our
Will be more useful to Christianity
Patient, persistent effort
church) telling us how
in general.
will win. It would require
they appreciate the paper
Will be a better citizen.
a large amount of time
and what a wonderful
and effort to make fiftypaper it is. Of course,
—than he can possibly
two pastoral calls on every
we are pleased with such
family every year. How
letters, but if we can not
be without it
good it is that you can
have both kinds we would
have such a successful and
much rather receive letters
genial assistant pastor as
saying, “Find enclosed a
the Herald of Holiness to visit the people every week.
list of ----- new subscribers. I mean to continue the
work until every member of my church is a regular* Every hour spent in securing subscribers to the paper
will return a hundred-fold. Every church member can
reader of the Herald of Holiness.”
If every superintendent, pastor, deaconess and Sun find profitable employment at this work.
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Onward! Christian Soldiers
What should be done, can be done

Let us do it
Publishing House of the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene
2109 Troost Avenue
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